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NIGHT OUT
The London Boys, those chaps ►
who have muscles where most people
hove pimples, follow up their top five
hit 'Requiem' with 'London Nights' out
on June 19. The flip side features 'The
London Days (The Instrumental)' while
the three inch CD version also has
an extended continental remix of
'Requiem'.

-
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The new single is a taster from the

BR.EAi<

London Boys' forthcoming album 'The

Queen, the band who look as if they'll still be making records when they're

Twelve Commandments Of Dance'.

90, follow up their chart-busting single 'I Want It All' with 'Breakthru' out
June 19. It's taken from their numher one album 'The l\'liracle', while the
nip side fetaures 'Stealin'. On the 12 inch you'll find an extended version or
'Breakthru' and a cut-to-shape picture disc will also be available.
'"Breakthru' is a classic pop song played by a rock group and I think it's

about seven light years better than Jason Donovan," quips Queen's drummer
Roger Ta)·lor.

\VHAT ANIGHT
Cyndi Lauper, who's been racing ►
up the charts with 'I Drove All Night',
releases her album 'A Night To Remember' on June 19. The album includes Cyndi's current single, ond
among the other tracks ore 'Primitive',
'My First Night Without You', ond
'Heading West'.

HOLY ALBUM
Prince releases his soundtrack album
to the Batman film on June 19. The
album features his current single 'Botdonce' ond other tracks include 'The
Futu re', 'Electric Chair', 'Trust' and
'Lemon Crush'. Prince even wrote one ►
of the !rocks, 'Scandalous', with his dad
John L Nelson.

.A

-

BABY TALK

The ever cuddly Cult release their single 'Edie (Ciao Baby)' on June 26. The

Jack Nicholson as his arch foe the Jok-

nip side features 'Bleeding Heart Graffiti', which isn't featured on their
'Sonic Temple' album, while the 12 inch also b?s 'Medicine Train' and a live

er, is due to open in Britain in August.

version of 'Love Removal Machine' recorded at the Hammersmith Odeon in
1987.
The Cult are currently touring America with Metallica, poor wee things.

4
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'Batman' , which stars Michael
Keaton as the caped crusader and

SMITH

And who doesn't know Durex?
Now, more than ever before, it's not just who you
know by name but what you know about them that's
important. So here are a few facts about Durex condoms.
Only the Durex range of condoms carries the British
Standards Institution kitemark on every pack purchased.

out on each individual Durex condom. And while laboratory tests have shown that viruses such as H erpes and
HIV (AIDS) do not pass through Durex condoms, the
spermicidal lubricant offers further reassurance. Using
Durex also reduces the risk of other sexually transmitted

Our quality controls are, in fact, more extensive than even

diseases, and unwanted pregnan o
es. i We've made c~~d?,~S

those required by the British Standard .
Electronic testing, although not required, is carried

'.or over 50 ,years. And safety
1s w hat we re known for.
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The Blow Monkeys will be ploying a

series of nine dotes starting this month. See
'em al Eastbourne Congress Theolre June
15, Worthing Assembly Holl 17,
Peterborough Creffet 18, Folkstone Leos
Cliff Holl 19, Cambridge Univer.ity 20, St
Albons City Holl 21, Oxford Univer.ily 23,
Harlow Town Parle 24, London Kilburn
Notional Ballroom 27, Waiwick Univer.ily
28,
Fields Of The Nephilim hove added

two extra dates lo their lour and they'll be
playing Bromley Warehouse June 24 and
lhe Kilburn Notional Ballroom on June 25.
The Stone Roses hove lined up some

more dates and they'll be grooving along
al Newcastle River.ide June 20, Edinburgh
Venue 21, Glasgow Rooftops 22,
Middlesborough Town Hall 23,
Northamplon Roadmenders 24, Norwich
Arts Centre 25, Bristol Bierlceller 26,
Stratford On Avon Civic Hall 27,
Birmingham Irish Centre 28.

e

RELEASES

Julian Cope releases his single 'China

Doll' this week. The flip side features 'Crazy
Farm Animal' while the 12 inch features
two bonus tracks 'Desi' and 'Roil On'.
Pixies release their single 'Here Comes
Your Mon' on June 19. lrs laken from their
album 'Doolittle' ond the flipside features
'Into The While'.
Prefab Sprout release !heir 10 track

album 'Protest Songs' on June 19. The
album was originally recorded in 1985 but
lhe songs went missing as bootlegs.
Mancunian five piece A Certain Ratio,
release their single 'The Big E (I Won't Stop
Loving You)' this week. The flip side features
the instrumental composition 'Love Is The
Woy'.
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SA'VE THE WORLD

Belinda Carlisle, Sam Brown, Kate Bush and LL Cool J are among the stars who
have teamed up to record a band aid-style single for conservation.
'Spirit Of The Forest' is released this week and royalties will li>e going to the Earth
Love Fund, a project dedicated to conserving the rainforests and maintaining the
quality of natural life on this increasingly endangered planet of ours.

NO DONINGTON

This year's Mo nsters Of Rock festival due lo be held al Castle Doninglon in August hos been cancelled.
The organisers soy that by the time
on appeal against a crowd control

The group Gentlemen Without Weapons originally wrote the song for the Friends Of

limit ol the site hos been processed

The Earlh Rainforest Ball held in London last year, and for the new version recording
sessions were made in Los Angeles, New York, London, Rio de Janeiro, and in the

they won't hove enough time to
arrange the festival properly and so

Amazon rain forest with various native tribes.

they've decided lo pull the plug.

MORE Pn DATES JUST YOU

appealing in court against a decision

The organisers, Aimcorve Ltd, ore

Pet Shop Boys hove added some

U2, one of the most popular bands in

more dotes lo their first ever lour

the entire history of the universe, re-

announced lost week , and they'll be

lease their single 'All I Wont Is You' this

ploying Birmingham NEC July 14, and

week. It's token from their jolly popular

Wembley Arena 21. Tickets for the

album 'Rattle & Hum' while the flip side

new shows ore available from box

features a version · of the Righteous

offices and usual agents and as rm

Brothers' 1 965 hit 'Unchained

went lo press we were told that there

Melody'. There's onother golden o ldie

were still a few licket'S left for Wemb-

on the 12 inch with a rip roaring ver-

ley on July 20 and also for the Pet

sion of Love Affair's 1969 hit 'Everlast-

Shop Boys show al G lasgow on July

ing Love'.

17.

The video for 'All I Wont Is You' was

by North West Leicestershire District
Council that crowds al Doninglon must
be limited lo 70,000 people. Aimcorve
soy there's space for l 00,000 people.
However, don't gel loo upset heavy
metal fans. A spokesperson for Aimcarve soys they're .confident that the
festival will return lo Doninglon next
year.

HAPPY XMAS
Marilllon, featuring their new vocal-

Promoter Harvey Goldsmith soys

shot in Rome two months ago and it's

ist Steve Hogarth, will be ploying their

he's investigating the possibility of

a torrid tole about a doomed love

traditional Xmas lour in December.

arranging some more shows al

affair.

another London venue for the Pet
Shop Boys because no more dotes ore

They'll be kicking off with Newcastle

City Holl on December 3, followed by

MORE READING NAMES

G lasgow Borrowlonds 4, Bristol Colston Holl 6, Gwent Newport Centre 7,

ovoiloble al Wembley. When the Pet

More names hove been added lo the

Shop Boys tour was first announced

bill of this year's fun pocked Reading

Hanley Victoria Holl 9, Bradford St

tickets sold out within two hours.

Festival. My Bloody Valentine,

Georges Holl 1 0, Sheffield City Holl

Spacemen 3 and Gaye Bykers

11, Liverpool Royal Court 13, Mon-

On Acid hove added to the ottroc-

chester Apollo 14, Wolverhampton

tions on Friday August 25, while

Civic Holl 15, Birmingham Aston Villa

Green On Red hove signed up for

Le isure Centre 17, Hammersmith

August 26. On August 27, the festival

Odeon 1 8. Tick-els ore on sole now.

closes with the Butthole Surfers,

Steve Hogarth, who replaces Fish,

Pop Will Eat Itself, Voice Of

was previously with the Europeans and

The B e eh i v e, the Might y

How We Live and he'll be making his

Lemon Drops, Loop and World

vinyl debut with the bond on their

Domination Enterprises.

forthcoming album 'Season's End'.

◄

-

UBU DATES

Pere Ubu will be hitting the road again this month and they've lined up dates at Brighton Zap Club June
26, Cardiff Venue 28, Dublin McGonagles 30, Edinburgh Carlton Studios July I, Newcas~je Riverside 2,
Manchester Hacienda 3, Birmingham Irish Centre 4. They'll also be supporting the Pixies at the Kilburn
National on July 5 and 6. Wahoo!
6
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NEW ROCK SHOWS

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH ALEX TOUR

BBC 2 launches a new series or rock shows this month. All the shows in the 'Sounds

The a lmost legendary Jesus Jones

The very large but undoubtedly very

Of Eden' series will be recorded at the Eden Court Theatre in Inverness and the first

release their single 'Never Enough' on

wonderful Alexander O'Neal will

band to be featured will be Roachford in a show that goes out on June 19 at 11.15pm.

June 26 and a spokesperson for the

be playing a Christmas tour. He'll be

Deacon Blue will be featured on June 26, Hue & Cry on July 3, Love And Money on

band soys it's "Bloody great". The flip

appearing a \ ~Wembley Arena

July 10, Fairground Attraction on July 17 and a compilation show featuring Goodbye
Mr McKenzie, the Kevin McDermott Orchestra, the Darling Buds, Diesel Park West

side features What's Going On' while

December 6, 7, 8, 9, followed by

on the 12 inch you'll also find 'It's The

Birmingham International Arena 11,

and Fi1•e Guys Named Moe will be screened on July 24.

Winning That Counts'.
Jesus Jones hove also lined up a

12, and Manchester G-Mex 16. Tickets
are available from box offices and
usual agents.

FALL IN

ROACHFORD SINGLE

tour and they'll be playing Brighton
Zap Club July 4, Rayleigh Pink Toath-

Alex has just completed a riotously

The Fall release their album 'Seminal

Just bock from o very successful Amer-

brush 5, Manchester Boardwalk 6,

successful American tour and he was

Live' on June 26. Side one features

icon tour, Roochford release their new

Dudley JB's 7, Newcastle Riverside 9,

mobbed on stage in Detroit. Some

studio tracks including 'Dead Beat

single 'Kathleen' on June 19. It's token

Birmingham Irish Centre l 0.

poeple hove no taste, do they?

Descendant' and 'Pinball Machine',

from the band's debut album 'Roach-

while side two has a selection of

ford', while the flip side features the

live tracks including that highly re-

previously unreleased track 'Just Can't

• Due to pressure of work, Texas have decided to postpone their July tour to September and
they'll now be playing Cambridge Corn Exchange September I, Liverpool Royal Court 2,

garded pearl 'Victoria'. <;:D and cas-

Let Go'. What ore you wailing for? Go

Bristol Studio 4, London Town And Country 5, 6, Bradford St Georges Hall 8, Glasgow

sette versions feature four bonus

out and buy up at least half a dozen

Barrowlands 9.

tracks.

copies now.

Tickets for the original shows are valid for the new dates or refunds are available.
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TAPE

PUMP IT OUT ON

IH4Hiti■ AND YOU, VE PUMPED

UP THE VOLUME. BECAUSE THE NEW
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LOUDER: SO WHEN YOU PLAYBACK,

YOU GET MORE
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1 'Fergus Sings The
Glues' Deacon Blue
2 'I Won't Back Down'
Tom Putty
3 There's Mortar Love
(Than Boy Meets Girl)'
Communards
4 'Grout!' Tears For
Fears
5 'Take On Me' U-Hu

~

u,
chain gang
The River Detectives look like
coming up on a wave of praise with
the release of their debut single
'Chains'. The duo of Sam Corry and
Dan O'Neil have been waiting
patiently, writing songs in a bedsit in
the Ravenscraig area of Motherwell
and trying to make their minds up
whether to be a duo, relying on the
more acoustic side of their music, or
the more rock 'n' roll approach taken
on the single. Their forthcoming LP,
'Saturday Night And Sunday Morning',
will be a mixture of both, but the boys
have made the right choice for the
single, a tasteful pop/rock mixture that
echoes Pretenders and Lloyd Cole
guitar work as well as leaning heavily
on the classic 'Sweet Jane' riff. The
band have already been praised to
the heavens by those who came
across any one of the 97 gigs that the
boys played last year and there will
be more this summer when Sam and
Dan will be joined by their band. An
honourable mention must be given to
the demo version of the LP's title
track, which is a joyous three-and-ahalf minutes of easy guitar pop.
Definitely one to keep-an eye on.
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Ghost Dance are the band that threatened to
blo~ Fields Of The Nephillm off stage at the
Reading Festival last year. Not bad for an, as
then, unsigned act who'd been confined to the
Independent chart. They've since signed a major
deal and the first fruits of the new era come In
the shape of the single 'Down To The Wire'. It's a
strong slice of rock 'n' roll guitar attack topped
off by the sweet vocal of Anne-Marie. Like a
glitter band for the Nineties without the
bubblegum of Transvision Vamp and with a
somewhat trad guitar solo screeching around,
Ghost Dance walk a thin line between appealing
to all and falling short of many, a brave mix in a
grubby sort of way.
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6 'Ace Of Spades·
Mortarhead
7 'Tox- Boy' Cementta
8 'Eternal Glaze' the
Bangles
9 'Superglue Woman'
Karyn White
10 'Albinoni Vs Star
Wars' Sigue Sigue
Bostik
Compiled by the
Sticky Fingers

give give give me
Intriguing name of the week award goes to Edinburgh band the Indian Givers,
who've been around barely a year but are due to release their debut single this
week. 'Hatcheck Girl' comes on all Stan Ridgway in a Brit sort of way with its
tale of unrequited love. Quite why a band from Edinburgh should be singing
about the distinctly Stateside occupation is a bit of a mystery, we can only
suppose it's because the British equivalent, 'The Female Cloakroom Attendant',
doesn't quite roll off the tongue, but there's something distinctly transatlantic
about the Indian Givers' sound. In case you're wondering, and of course you
are, an Indian Gift is apparently a gift that is asked back or for which a return
gift is expected. And if all this sounds right up your street, you can catch the trio
of Nigel Sleaford, he's the one who does the Stanard vocal impression, Avril
Jameison and Simon Frazer when they support Frazier Chorus on their
upcoming tour. Sounds like a laidback summer hit to us folks.
'10 RN\
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with contributions this week from Roger Pebody

earbenders

You want an absolute stormer of a single?
Simple, first get yourself a song. Wilson Pickett's
'In The Midnight Hour' will do the job nicely, it's
still thrilling after 24 years. Then hire an African
music maestro called Vincent Nguini. He comes
from Cameroon, which is just south of Nigeria.
Next? An American session singer who can
handle the vocals as if his life depended on it.
We'll call him Tommy Lipson. Stir in a gaggle of
African and American musicians and a producer
who calls himself Bah and runs an African record
shop in Washington DC, name the whole outfit
Maloko and get it released by London Records.
The results are stunning. Jittering and sparkling
Zairean guitar licks abound in what is a perfectly
natural musical marriage, with only several
thousand miles of the Atlantic Ocean getting in
the way. There have been scores of covers of 'In
The Midnight Hour', good, bad and indifferent,
but what makes or breaks this one is the brass
section. Designed to be played deafeningly loud,
their riff blasts its way to the other side of the
street with enormous punch. Stand way back.
(RP)

Andy Strickland.,
'Two Different Worlds' LL Cool J
(forthcoming Def Jam LP track)
'Batdance' Prince (Warner Bros 45)
'Counterfeit EP' Martin Gore (Mute
LP)
Darren Cook
'Barnaby Hardly Working' Yo La
Tengo (What Goes On LP)
'Dead Beat Descendant' the Fall
(Beggars Banquet B-side)
'Debaser' Pixies (4AD LP track)
Johnny Dee
'Fairvan' Five Guys Named Moe (No
Moe 45)
'Skateboarding To Oblivion' Benny
Profane (Play Hard 45)
'I'm That Type 01 Guy' LL Cool J (Def
Jam 45)
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WATCH OUT!

Omar's back with another brilliant single entitled

'I Don't Mind The Waiting'
Available on Kongo Dance Label, from all leading Re.cord Shops!

12" DPST S & 7" DPS S

Distributed by EMI O1-561 8722 & JET STAR RECORDS O1-961 5818
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1 'Milk Teelh
And Alcohol' Dr
Feelgood
2 'Bedwetling Time' the

Clash
3 'Nappy Talk' Captain
Sensible
4 'Cry' Godley & Creme
5 'Blow The House
Down' living In A
Chicken Pox
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6 'Please Mister
Postman Pal' lhe
Carpenters
7 'I Won't Back Down'
Tom Polly
8 'Measles Myself And
I' De La Soul
9 'Playschool's Oul'
Alice Cooper
10 'Born In The USA'
lhe Bossy.
Compiled by lhe
Aaaahs
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e FIVE GUYS NAMED MOE: "go on, jump you
coward"

give memoe
'
moe
moe
Five Guys Named Moe Is, as you might expect in
the wacky world of pop, in fact three guys and a
gal. The band, currently based in Glasgow, hail
from the northern Ontario town of Waba which
has a population of 217, apparently. Now whether
this is true or a complete wind-up is of little
importance because they've just released a
rather wonderful rollercoaster of a single called
'Fairvan'. A poppy, country number with a hint of
the Lilac Time about it, full of the joys of a
summer drive through hedgerowed country lanes
with some rather smashing piano and banjo
business going down. We could repeat more of
the obvious lies we've been spun about the band,
which include things such as members losing
their hunting licences (hunting? How anti-pop
can you get?), but we'd rather just play the
record again and recommend that you keep an
ear open for them.
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We caring types here at rm
occasionally get pulled up, quite
rightly, for being biased towards
London events - gigs, gossip, films,
news etc. We reckon we do more
than anybody to cover life in the fast
lane in the rest of the UK and this
week we bri~ you news of a rather
good magazine from one of our
favourite weekend haunts, Bristol.
New City Press is much more than
a listings mag, packed with interesting
interviews and reports on everything
from the SAW roadshow, (they even
managed to interview Pete Waterman
about this SAW philosophy and the
effect of Kylie & Jason on the nalion's
youth) lhe upcoming Glastonbury
Festival, an interview with
Gloucestershire cricket captain Bill
Athey to a report on homelessness in
the city. Essential reading for
Bristolians themselves, but also a
more than interesting general read. If

you're interested and you can't nip
down to the West Country for your
copy, send a cheque for £1 inc p&p
made payable to New City Press, to
New City Press, The Coach House, 2
Upper York Street, St. Pauls
BRISTOL BS2 8RH. .

where are they now? No. 24 Lorraine
McIntosh of Deacon Blue
"It' s two weeks now and apparently she's still stomping away on stage at 'Top Of The Pops' singing
'James And Bobby Purify'. No, come on fellas it's 1101 funny."

'1 2
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o sy country-rock
es, have built a
ours coffee-bar
rhythms, pedalas, high-plains
ely backwoods
ght n w, though, KO
n) 1s I the rain-slicked
city ( ew York), for ~
c-free,, ransatlant1c con-

DO
Talk
fi,
. high-rise block that
Prin
ates, to promote her
plea
new album 'Absolute
Tore
g', KO is thousands
of mil
ranquil, unchanged,
rustic
rovince of Alberta, Can
e grew up.
Her firs
ic performances
took plac
anadian entertainments,
lent of English
barn danc
ce the rise in
popularity
ply recorded
lovingly ere
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ality-free, comp
ed te
at fills today's
c
she's
ed a name as
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nger, with firm,
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. In short, KO
L
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ey of country
tr

inspir
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to take up this

e ~cial experie
up in the country.
I
y friends with chores
on
. eeding cows. looking
after calves: riding horses, driving
tractors, getting involved with harvest
work.
" I went through childhood and
adolescence in a ranching community. It's a pretty small place with a
population of about 650. My social
and musical upbringing consisted of
spending time going to church sup-

pers, small town dances, little weddings ... "
MEAT IS MURDER
In common with Manchester's most
famous. if gloomy, pop son, KO passionately detests the eating of meat.
Even the slightest mention of McDonald's, with its greasy cheeseburgers,
is_ enough to caus_
e her slightly hippy,
slightly dippy, voice to tremble. But
isn't this hatred of animal products
unusual for someone from an agricultural background?
"YEEEUCHI MEAT! I loathe it," protests KO. "I think some styles of farming such as dairy (milk production)
can be a delightful way of life, but
although I grew up in a farming situation, I knew pretty well from day one
how I felt. I felt it was unfair to treat
animals in an aggressive way, so I
became a vegetarian. I don't think we
~an put ourselves in a superior position to other animals, just because
we're supposedly more intelligent.
"Also. if you take a hard look at
agricultural statistics. you'll see that
farming isn't done very intelligently. If
1t takes 250 acres to rear a hundred
head of cattle. you could produce an
awful lot more grain on that amount of
land. The increased corn yield could
then be used to feed people in Africa, and all over the world.
As a vegetarian. what does KO enjoy eating?
"Oh. I can tell you, that's no problem. Along with painting. cooking is
my number one hobby. I love to explore gourmet vegetarian recipes and
ethnic type things."
HANG THE DJ
Among KD's staunchly held opinions,
1s also the 'feminist' (and commonsense idea) that the use of scantilyclad, bimbo model girls as "meat" in
the glossy videos of pot-bellv cockrockers, and as subject matter for

"My music might seem pretty accessible, yet to people who like things spelled out

macho lyrics by gold chain-waving
rappers, is wrong.
"I think we've reached some kind of
music_al plateau at the moment," she
explains. "And because nothing is
happening, we're falling back into the
exploitation of women. I'm not suggesting it's all the fault of men. but a
lot of what is being done is just for
the sexual entertainment of men
it's all just become a game for
male genitals really."
It's such strongly expressed, antipap views that haven't exactly endeared KO "to the political forces the
DJs," who, in the safe, squeakyclean world of modern muzak too
often decide what the record b~ying
public like.
._
Her gentle, softly lilting songs, full
of simple and plain home truths
"."ouldn't be out of place on the play'.
list of any radio station, but the fact
that she isn't prepared to go through
the _usual corny, cheesy, country
rout ines. has caused her to be
seriously underexposed on American
Canadian and even European air'.
waves.
"My music might seem pretty accessible." she says sadly, "yet to
P,eople who like things spelled out,
1t s too complicated. Take America,
for example, there you have stations
that cater specially for soft-rock,
heavy-rock, adult-rock, alternativerock, college-rock, and none think I
really suit them. Naturally, that means
fewer people buy my records "
Nonetheless, KO should cheer up.
In the UK, her original, purist appeal
1s now starting to expand to include a
more mainstream audience, and success must be just around the corner.
So what will she do with fame and
fortune? Well, we should have guessed that one ...
"I'd love to use recognition to get
out of smoky c1t1es, to go and live in
the country. Then maybe when I'm
40, I would go back on the farm."

Canadian singer KD
Langhas been hailed
as the Morrissey of
th~
country music and her
album'Absolute Torch
And Twang' isthe
perfectantidote ifi..
you've been l~tening to
too much slick, soft
pop, Lang distance

it's too complicated"
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ROBERT FORSTER'S GUIDE T O PROFESSIONAG "' IR
CARE
.ft91i°1" _'}~
''There are eight steps to great looking hair," says hair care,e'!!~ "andJ a '
er of
Australian band the Go-Betweens, Robert Forster
k
forward lo healthy hair the whole y
Tip I: Always comb your hair befo,
Tip 2: ever use plastic combs. I
Tip 3: Don't be afraid to wash
Tip 4: Always rinse thoroughly. ~;~i
Tip S: Towel dry your hair lig~tl)',>
'-"C·...t
occasionally. Ir you've got a .·
·
some gloss and bounce lo yo '
Tip 6: I recommend Redke ·
Tip 7: As I've said in my ·
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'fa1led~David ,,.
film star-wa

Gloria Estefan appears on a tribute
LP to dead Spanish painter Goya - along
w,th such pop lum,nanes as Placido
o and Jennifer Rush.
band A Certain Ratio
have teamed vp with
d Happy Mondays
e single.
er of noisy guitar o,ks
himself ,n cncket,ng
hile playing for hrs
oke a collar bone
s hrs g1rlfr1end got
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I ,n the same
n of seminal dance

Ebb d,d a 'Skateboard
single, Two weeks
"f Ot" skateboarding!
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against eating too''m •
- that popular- S~~
Apparently c,:?fa.in brao
halluc,nogenrc.i: nu
thought I'd tell'~ .
of these rock· · •
with a beard ••
sell a box of
lndie supe .
have a new
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in multi colou~'py~
Enterprise Schem~.
helped out fainted' a
sleeves on one afte
to hospital with 'p
The stories ,n the
41 sphn1ng are all Ir
the lads are Just tak,n ·
pursue other interests·
sort of thing.
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UK - Jason Donova
John Lennon specs at Ca
purchased a second hand c
Fleetwood Mac's Greatest Hi
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SEX WITH A HADDOCK
■ Having recently seen, and been highly
amused by, your "Ten Things Madonna
Has Never Done" list (rm May 6), I
thought I'd send you my list of Ten
Things Gary Numan has never done
I Had sex with a haddock that supports
Liverpool
2 Eaten a Ford Escort covered in a liberal
sprinkling of salt
3 Been a favourite with "hip" lefties
4 Had a number two single
5 Had a good single
6 Managed to go swimming without
getting wet
7 Done the fandango with a house brick
8 Hung upside down from a tree and saijd
the word "quintessential"
9 Broken wind while travelling at 0.18992
MPH
IO Looked in the mirror and
thought, "My God, I'm handsome"

Paul McCluskey, Newport-On-Tay,
Fife, Scotland

e GARY NUMAN: "OK, who's nicked
me Grecian 2000?"
• After phoning up a close friend of Gary
Numan 's we can now reveal that Gary
has in fact done 2, 7 and 9. lncidently, did
you know that Prince has never wrapped
himself in Cling Film and dived off the
Empire State Building screaming "Bonnie
Langford is sexy"! Amazing really.

PURE STAR QUALITY
■

Maybe it's a bit late for this complaint
but no matter. Usually I cross the road to
avoid anything remotely connected with
Eurovision, but this year was different. I
happened by chance to witness the
performance by Live Report on
'Wogan', and realised that here was an

extreme one-off: pure star quality
stemming from a vocalist with a bizarre
image and an equally unusual voice.
However, due to total rejection by the
media, notably a certain Radio I DJ,
their record failed to get in t he charts
and lost the contest. What ;~lly annoys·
me is that the same DJs and joumalists
who condemned Live Report will
shamelessly push puerile dross like SAW
and Fuzzbox all because of something as
unpertinent as image, and its potential
saleability to the cretinous under 14's
that chart music attracts.

Simon Mayo's Slip Mats, Barry,
South Wales
• Alas, it's crue, Live Report will now
slip into chat same black hole occupied by
Belle And The Devotions and various
Battle Of The Bands winners. The thing
about Eurovision is it's more Radio 2
than Radio I. le has nothing co do with
pop or young people so you can hardly
expect a good reaction from that field.
Personally we'd prefer to see Fuzzbox as

Britain's entry, but guess the wrinkly
people who organise Eurovision will
always get it wrong (crap pun). In fact, its
only attraction, as far as we can see, is
that it's crap and we can have a good
laugh taking the piss out of those weird
conductors who W.ve their arms in the
air.

MALU'S IN THE HOUSE
■ In answer to Rob of Gravesend's letter
(rm June 3) complaining about Malu
Halasa, I would just like to say that Malu
is my heroine, and I would very much like
her to be the bearer of my offspring.
Please ask her dearly, when Public
Enemy's next_single is to be released and
send her my love. ·
Malu Halasa's most intrepid
admirer, Stafford

• Malu was unavailable for comment on
the "offspring" subject at the time of
going to press, but I'm sure she 'II get
back to you. As for Public Enemy, it's out
now, as it happens.
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DANNY WHO?
Is Danny Wilson just a figment of our
imaginations! The fictitious, so-called pop
star has come no nearer Brosteria status
than a brief public affair he had last year
with some lass called Mary. Even then,
we never really discovered who he was.
Some say he's heartbroken at the lack
of fame his debut album brought him.
Others say he's afraid of being compared
to Rick Astley and other SAW stalwarts,
prefering people to treat his music with
respect. Is he just a shy boy who refuses
to reveal himself to the public - or
maybe Elvis Presley reincamated.
The nearest we'll ever get to finding
out is by questioning those who make up

this strange character Danny Wilson.
Gary and Kit Clark and Ged Grimes. We
bribed them with a crisp {Scottish) five
pound note and a year's supply of ~l\erl>et
dips to tell us the ins and outs of ttl.;
elusive OW, and to talk about-the new,
decidedly hippy and folksy slngle;1'he
Second Summer Of Love_\ and
forthcoming album:' as yet ntitled, which
Danny, nervous after the limited~cess
first time round, is 110ne too willing-to
talk about.
As they take thei!;. place on ti;;"sofa at
Virgin Records, Dinny's band assure me
he "really wanted to be re. but is
slightly confused about the way things are
going". Meaning Danny Wilson could be
on the threshold of big, big s g:ess (a la
Deacon Blue, Wet W et Wet. Then
Jerico), and he's not sure how successful
he wants to be, or whether he wants to
be that successful at all.
Gary: "After the second release of
'Mary's Prayer', Danny resigned himself to
making the second album. giving up all
hope of furthering the life of the first.
We started demoing material before
'Mary's Prayer' was released a third time,
and when It was successful Virgin were
clearly trying to give that album the kiss
of life. But I don't think there was
anything e lse on the album strong enough
to be a successful single. We put out
'Davy' because it sounded nice and

acoustic, but it wasn't a hit."
Ged: "The thought of promoting the
first album all over again was a boring
topic anyway."
Is Danny upset that you haven't
reached the stage of running away from
screaming girls everywhere you go1
Kit: "I don't fancy the idea of being
chased down the street by a load of 12year-old girls, and I don't think Danny
would either. It must be horrible."
Gary: "We've discussed it with Danny
and come up with the conclusion that
there are definite advantages with things
picking up slowly. If you're unemployed
one minute and a multi-platinum
recording artist the next, it can be a bit

similar to Deacon Blue!
Gary: "Neither of us fit. into a fashion
musically, which is probably a similarity.
Although I don't like Scottish bands
getting lumped together, they do have
one thing in common - the fact that it's
harder to get a contract, so they tend to
w ork more live, building a staunch
following in the process."
Kit: "There aren't many fashion bands
in Scotland. By the time the scene
reaches Glenroth, they're just starting to
wear flares."
Do you consider yourself Scottish or
British!
Kit: "Scottish - it's where I was born.
I'm not a petty nationalist though. I also

of a shock and you might lose control of
_yourself."
Kitl "As Ion as he doesn't start having
t o cd'\'rrom se
find fame or continue
!.v'tth hf cafeer, Danny's happy."
So liow famous does Danny Wilson
want to be!
Ga'l'i "He ants his records to b
s
Getting hls,name ~o n gives
more people acc4W to the music; He
~lly didn't want to be-thrust into pop
stardom - he wanted to build ·c slowly
on the live circuit . .."
Kit: " ... and make...,ecords he wants to
make. Not end up like Brother Beyond,
who make great ree&>rds withour-findlng
the f~
the
ted, so to achieve tfm
finaJ goal t"fY t ume to Stock Altken
Waterman."

feel British, and I also feel European. You
change as you experience life more."
If Danny Wilson had a clan, what would
it be like!
Kit: "Somewhere between Charles
Hawtrey and Oliver Reed. The music's a
bit of a mish mash, and he likes to go to
pubs and the pictures."
What sort of person is he!
Ged: "He isn't phoney. There's an
honesty about him that comes through in
the music."
What records would he buy!
Ged: "Probably compilation LPs."
Kit: "Recently he will have been buying
Beatles records."
Gary: "Yeah, because the Beatles were
so w ide ranging musically, and very
talented. You get damn good value for
money with a Beatles record. And they
weren't afraid to experiment and be out
and out pop when they needed to be.
"The good thing about the Beatles is
they've got bits of everyone in them, and
that's what Danny's trying to do. He
wants us to be like the Beatles would be
now."
What about hairstyles!
Kit: "The hair would be quite good,
but I'd be a bit worried about getting
Ringo's nose."
Is Danny a fan of Simon Bates' 'Our
Tune'!
Gary: "What Danny would love on

cesstul.

THE RISE OrTftE WILLIES
I! _y ii have ~ d:es ~nd Yondies, the
ne
Dannny Wilson's fame was
to take him that way, would have to be
Willies. The fashion possibilities are
endless. And Willies would have to create
their own look, because Danny Wilson's
boys don't have a ripped knee or
American Classics shirt between them.
They've been compared more than once
to Deacon Blue - they don't try to set
trends; come from Scotland; took time to
find fame charcwise etc.
What do you think makes Danny so

a
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'Our Tune' is if you could get your
favourite artist to sing your favourite
song."
,
Kit:"
b La
Di Ob

is
ma

1

d hats."
Ga
et
Thatch ,
.
What would be his main vote catching
policy!
Ged: "Free music for everyone."
Kit: "To ban all CFCs immediately to use ozone-friendly sprays."
Gary: "Stop testing hip hop records on
animals."
Would he pay the poll tax!
Gary: " He'd refuse to pay it, but he
wouldn't go as far as to get thrown in
prison for it."
If Danny could produce 'Top Of The
Pops', what would it be like!
Gary: "Well, I'd have the Cure on
every week, whether they had a record
out or not. I used to like it when people
mucked about."
Who would present the show!
Gary: "Well, the DJs are a bit straight,
aren't they!"
Kit: "What about Rolf Harris! And
they'd have to bring back Pan's People to
dance."
Gary: "Rolf could play the theme tune
on his wobble board."
Kit: "And instead of the current theme,
we could have the old 'Animal Magic'
tune."
Gary: "The acts on these days are far
too boring. They're no fun."
Kit: "Remember when they used to
turn the band in a negative and spin them
round the side of the screen! We should
bring back the tacky special effects."
Are you sure Danny would approve of
these changes!
Ged: "Who cares!"
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DOUBLE WHITE LINES
In an Ideal world Grandmaster Melle Mel's 1983 'White Lines' would not
need reissue, but the sad fact Is that the c-ine boom this rap classic
so effectively addressed six y-rs ago has not died -ay but got
worse with the introduction of crack. The 1989 'White Lines' has been
revamped to ~ I with this new epidemic, and never o - to miss out
on a new musical - e , produce, Sylvia Robinson has fonaken the
origl-1 backing track which borrowed so h-tly from Liquid Liquid's
•c-em• In mour of a up-to-date hip house arrangement.
Melle Mel Is In surprisingly good form and gets to deliver a ~ch of
a Ii- with •-n.. girl was c,,f/ed Pe,n# 6uf I go 6effer willt Coke".
Expect an album to follow shortly from Melle and his cohorts. (TF)

GARAGE COMPRITION
Garage hos proved to be more than just o buzz word bandied about by DJs and
record companies lo hype the latest sounds. What with everyone from the Style
Council to ABC adopting the style for their latest releases ond'songs by Adevo
and Chanelle scaling the charts, Garage has grown beyond most people's
expectations. RePublic, the label that brought you the first Garage ~ompilation
last year have put together another collection of New Jersey sounds - 'Paradise
- The Garage Sound Of Deepest New York Volume 2'. Blaze have a hand in
all the tracks, and some, like Tawanna Curry's 'Let Me Show You' and 'I Am
Somebody' from Jerry Edwards, are downright brilliant. All in all it's on
essential album for oll dance fans so we thought there'd be no complaints if we
gave away 20 of them, along with the crucial 'Paradise' T-shirt. All you hove to
do is answer the following questions
From which legendary New York nightclub
did the Garage sound originate
a) Paradise Ballroom, b) Paradise Garage,
c) Electric Ballroom?
2 What is the taste of Paradise
a) A Mars Bar, b) A Crunchie, c) Bounty?
3 Who hod a hit with 'Respect' earlier this year
a) Adevo, b) Chanelle, c) Alyson Williams?

Public Enemy release their single 'Fight The Power' this
week. It's taken from the Spike Lee movie 'Do The Right
Thing', which is shaping up to be the best soundtrack
album for some time . .. Profile have launched their
label in the UK at lost, with a party at London's SIN club
a couple of weeks ago ... ABC's next single will be 'The
Real Thing' - remixed by Frankie Knuckles and
David Morales, who are also working on Holly
Johnson's 'Lave Train' for its US release . .. Hottest
promo af the month is undoubtedly the 'Bananarama
Dubs' - powerful instrumental versions of their current
1 2 inch which bear little resemblance to Bononorama
material of course, but then what the heck. They may be
available shortly on a B-side of the next single . . .
Meanwhile, the best bootleg for some time has emerged
from Oxford of all places. 'Deepcut' cleverly uses the
ocappello versions of Ten City's 'Devotion' over a
smokin' underground rhythm on one side, and over a
jazzy organ groove on the other - original, brilliant and
very naughty! ... Imagination hove joined the
growing list af acts to have a remix album of their
greatest hits - details soon .. . As expected Jody
Watley's next release will be 'Friends' - the top cut
from her album featuring Eric B & Rakim ...

Put your answers on a postcard and address it
to rm Garage competition, Greater London
House, Hampstead Road, London NWl 7Ql. to arrive not later than July 3

a·c 1n
produced by bradley &stewart james
DAKEYNE CLUB REMIX COMING SOON!
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wi th contribut ions this week from Phil Cheeseman, JB Bernstein, Vie Mar shall and
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Funny how the most unexpected songs
suddenly become trendy for no
opporent reoson al all. Lost year
among the strobes and smoke of
London's_hip nightspots, Carly
Simon's 'Why' was ployed by several
DJs and rapidly grew into something
of a cult favourite. This seven-year-old
pop hit didn't fit noturolly into any of
the music trends al the time, but its
slow loping, melodic groove and
Corly's haunting vocals seem lo just
capture the right mood. Coupled with
the fact that it's simply a great pop
song onywoy, and you hove the
makings of a big hit second time
round. Of course, nothing is that simple
for the big record companies. They're
too busy co-ordinating the intricate
marketing campaigns for the next
Madonna or Prince single to worry
about re-releasing a record by public
demand. But common sense seems to
hove prevailed finally and 'Why' is
somewhat belatedly bock in the shops
and steadily climbing the charts again.
P.S. Record companies might like to
note that Johnny Wokelin's 'In Zaire'
is the current fove pop oldie.
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CO N T I N U E D

It would seem that not even Chicago's
house scene is immune to the winds of
glasnost. When Joe Smooth

►

originolly recorded 'I'll Be There' os o
track on his 'Promised Land' LP vocals
were crediled to one Michael Benson.
Now the track is appearing as a 12
inch single plain old Michael hos been
lronsformed to Mikkiel - a heart felt
tribute no doubt to Russia's own
number one in-house act. Further
diplomatic coups ore evidenced closer
to home by the use of New Jersey DJ
Tony Humphries as remixer, no doubt
a tit for tat retaliation for Smooth's
own work on the remix of 'We Can
M ake It' by Jersey singer Bonnie Byrd.
Whatever the diplomaflc wranglings,
'I'll Be There' is a fine remix which will
go o long way to further cement
Chicago and England's already very
special relationship. (TF)

IVIILES

~HEAD
As asserted by Frankie Knuckles in rm
Dance only o few weeks ago, he and
partner David Morales haven't been
slacking these past months. And just
li ke dozens of other p r oducers/
re(Tlixers they've found that moving
into the mainstream con have its rewards. 'Heaven' by Miles Jaye is
just the sort of eorly Eighties style soul
glider that's getting the soup-up treatment. 'Heaven' eventually ends up in
Soul II Soul territory, the original,
untampered-with version can only be
found o n the album 'Irresistible'. With
Soul II Soul virtually the only group
-doing anything new with soul music, it
oil begs the question of what these
trods would do without the remix bratpock lo help them out. (PC)

T

RAP OF AGES
j. Rap pioneer Afrika Bombootoo must be gelling on in yeors now, but old enough to be a grandfather?
Surely not. Well, ii would seem so iudging by the title of Brit-rapper Monie Love's current electro hip
house stamper, 'Gra ndpa's Porty' (which apparently is a tribute to old Borns). Fancy that, eh - Bambootoo
o g rondod. I tho ught it was him I so w down the post office the other doy drawing his pension. Poor old
thing ! Still, he'll be pleased with this song about him, it fea tu res African congas, African chants and Monie's
vocal dexterity token to the hilt. Hold o n o mo', w hat's this on the press release? • Afriko Bombootoo is
oflectionotely known in the rop world os G randpa because he leaches everyone so much." Ah, that
explains it. Anyway, word's out that M o nie (Simone to her real grandpa) is presently laying down tracks for
her deb ut a lbum in stud ios in America, and she's working with some of the hippest names in rap i.e. the
Jungle Brothers, Stetsosonic and DJ Mork. Rumour hos it that when she comes bock to Britain, the young
whipper sna pper will be louring all the hoppenin' o ld folks' homes in the country with Poul Nicholas
supporting, singing his old classic 'Grandma's Porty'. And if you believe that lost bit, you must hove bee"
bo rn yesterday. (VM)

I'VE GOT YOUR

CONTROL
2 0 R Iv\

JAK YER BODY ►
It's hard to believe it's been over two years since Joki Graham
dropped out of sight, but 'From Now On', the title track and first
taste of her upcoming album, makes it seem like she's never
been gone. So where were you?
"I've been doing sensible stuff, getting all the songs together
for the album, and this time round the record company said
they wanted me to work with different producers. I said 'Great,
- Derek Bramble's still there," (that's the man responsible for
Jaki's previous clutch of hits) "and then there's Pete Wingfield,
Michael MacDonald, Richard Burgess and David Gamson from
Scritti Polittl .. . "
This stellar line-up points towards cracking the US market.
"They are aware of me out there," says a modest Jaki.
"Things like 'Set Me Free' did really well on the club chart, but
I'd like to get on their national chart. We're hoping the new stuff
will cross over."
Despite her long absence and people's short memories, Jaki
seems confident. Of, her upcoming album, she says: "It shows
another side of Jaki Graham, it's real mature ••. " (JBB)

BLAZE PRESENT

THE GARAGE SOUND OF DEEPEST NEW YORK VOL. 2
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JERR EDWARDS "I AM SOMEBODY"
TAWANNA CURRY "LET ME SHOW YOU"
SHARONE "PLAY TO WIN"
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Mt ts thts ph•oomeooo call,d Jaooo
Donovan? Why has a nation of pre-teen 'pop fans'
taken this blond Australian with hairy legs and a
liking for spotty shirts to their collective hearts? Why
do normally sane people with previously respectable
musical taste not only secrete guilty copies of
Jason's debut LP, 'Ten Good Reasons', in their record collections, but admit it in public too? Why,
more so than Bros, Brother Beyond, Yazz et al, has
it suddenly become cred to be a Donovan Disciple?
After all, we lads can hide our Kylie fixations behind manly cries of 'wo-argh, look at the skirt on
tha t', or sensitive sighs at her cute girl-nextdoorness.
No such excuse can be trotted out for Jason. It
can't be because we admire his acting in 'Neighbours' because, good as he undoubtedly is as impulsive Scott Robinson, his character's potential for
the Australian equivalent of the Oscars must be limited. It could perhaps be that we subconsciously
think, 'well, if Kylie likes him he must be OK', but I
don't think so.
No, the reason is much less complicated than
that. It rests in the dual attractions of Stock Aitken
Waterman's clean, supreme pop from which there is
no defence and no escape, and - most importantly
- the personality of the man himself. For whether
you listen to S'Express or the Smiths, Stevie Nicks or
Sinitta, you can't help liking Jason Donovan.

N ow,
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most successful record producer of the moment,
who'd already made your friend a huge star, offered
to make a pop idol of you, would you look a gift
horse in the mouth? Opportunistic Jason may be,
but can you blame him?
So, what was it like working with the western
world's most successful producers?
"Mike Stock and Matt Aitken would arrive at the
studio around 11 o'clock and work through until about eight or nine at night," Jason begins pleasantly,
knowing he's on safe territory. "It's a buzzing place,
because it's very small - not like a gigantic organisation. There's a lot of people there and about four
different studios, all the administration, all the promotions .. . everything 1"
It sounds a bit like an empire ..
"Yeah, that's what ttJey call it - the Empire! And
they've got so many (10fd discs on the wall•it's ridiculous. I don't think they've got enough wall space."
OK, let's pretend for a minute: just imagine self-
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More hearts have fluttered
and more knickers have
been wetted for Jason
Donovan than for any other
pop star this year. But amid
all the tabloid headlines,
fainting girls and anti-Stock
Aitken Waterman jibes, even
grown men will admit to
sneaking admiration for the
21-year-old all singing, all
acting boy-next-door. So is
he just another pretty face
on the SAW production line,
what's the real story about
him and Kylie and is he
really about to swop Ramsay
Street for Doctor Who's
Tardis? After another
number one with his cover
of 'Sealed ith AKiss',
Barry
with
back

confessed Cure fan Jason gaping into the studio
without the guiding hand of the SAW trio and total
freedom to record what ever he wants. Would he
come out with a seven-minute speed metal anthem
or a cover of an old Bing Crosby smoothie?
"I'd probably come out with an acid house song,"
he replies surprisingly. "I like all types of music, but I
really like to produce heavy, dance-up, vibey songs.
·rm not really a writer, but I have co-written a few
songs. I could do it, but it would certainly take me
longer than a day."
Jason also confesses that he'd need some patient
musicians around to help him out, because even
though he plays a bit of guitar and piano, he's not
confident enough - yet - to commit those particular talents to vinyl.
As for his choices for a 'Desert Island Discs' special, he'd plump for - are you ready for this? records by INXS. Rick Astley, Duran Duran, Lou
Reed, New Order, Hall & Oates, George Michael
and James Brown.
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whoo tho pop """'' '"" and
gone and Jason's feet are back on terra firma, it's
likely to be as an actor that he'll be remembered.
The recent mini-series 'Heroes' was the typical triumphant war story, but Jason stresses that "it was a
true story of the first naval operation that Australia
succeeded in during the Second World War - so
it's unique. I played a guy who was defi nitely not the
main part - it was probably. more of a cameo role."
Bui it must have been quite different being stuck
at sea instead of being stuck in Ramsay Street.
"Yeah, it was extremely different. It's something I
never really anticipated doing. The thing lhat interested me so much was the fact that it was a very
true, very real slory. And I really had to play a
character that doesn't exist in this day and age.
"These guys travelled to Singapore in a boat with all
the forces against them, so at any stage they could
have been killed. You had to think along the lines of,
'My God! What would it have been like to have lived
back then?'."
Talking of other roles, there's a rumour going
round that he and Kylie are going to become Dr
Who's assistants in a new series. Will the dynamic
duo be repelling the Daleks with 12-inch singles and
soppy love duets?
Jason says they're "sort of in the proc,iss of thinking about it", which in the wonderful world of showbiz translates as less than a definite maybe. He
poinls out that nolhing has been agreed or confirmed and he's defi nitely not committed to anything
yet.

SED

"I'd
probably
come out
with an acid
house song.
I like all
types of
music, but I
really like
to produce
heavy,
dance-up,
vibey songs"

mention of Kylie leads us to the pair's
relationship and a fairly simple question (or so you
··•. might think).
i ..
Has his life changed much since their romance
went public?
"When did it go public?" Jason demands sharply.
"It's never gone public! I'm not going out with Kylie.
We've always been really good friends . .. I know
what's going on in my private life, but that's something I don't discuss. I've been through this so many
times . "
Oh! Let's change the subject. How does Jason
Donovan escape from being Jason Donovan?
"Well, when I come home, I usually throw on the
radio, relax, get something to eat - or I'm usually
about to go out. I love running and swimming, so I
try to get to the beach once a day.
"I go to the movies. I saw 'Twins', but I was a bit
disappointed. I'd still like to see 'A Fish Called Wanda'. The best film I've seen for a while is 'Fatal
Attraction' - I thought that was insane, that was just
fantastic. It opens your eyes as well as being entertainment. I've never been in a theatre where the
audience has reacted in the way that they did to that
film. "
Does he find it difficult to leave the character of
Scott on the set when you go home. Or are they
both quite similar anyway?
"Scott's very similar to me in a lot of ways,'' he
agrees. "It's not like I'm playing a Shakespearean
character who's totally different from myself. He was
at school - and I just did my last year at school so I incorporated the things that I did as a kid into
the show so that people could relate to what I was
doing."
But there must be some differences between the
two?
"Well, he's very irrational. He doesn't think about
situations before he dives into them, whereas I'm the
total opposite. I really analyse what's going to happen. Scott's a very speedy character, he's always
bubbling and jumping around. I tend to be quite
mellow by comparison.
"And Scott's a journalist - I'm not a journalist .. .
although I deal with a lot of journalists!"
And with that, he lets out a roar of laughter. After
all, who'd want to be a journalist when you can be in
a history-making soap opera, make hit records,
appear in the occasional blockbuster TV mini-series,
and be awarded the title of 'nicest man in pop'?
Good grie(, I might just give up my day job .

Reprinted by permission of Countdown magazine
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Cab

drivers in Los Angeles are a
very different breed from their abrasive
East Coast brothers. Here you're more than
likely to be ferried t hrough the mile upon
mile of mind-numbingly characterless
streets by a would-be actor lured by the
Hollywood legend. or· maybe a young
Uruguayan computer programmer working
across the border to pay his way through
school before returning to a much missed
home.
On an expectant afternoon with a
meeting between the rm contingent and
the King of rap, one LL Cool J, ir:i the offing.
either of the above professions would
provide a welcome distraction.
Do you believe in omens1 We get what
must surely be t he world's only juggling cab
driver, who insists on getting in some two
handed practice while tearing down the
freeway at 60 miles an hour. After this. LL's
going to be a pussycat. Well, a panther at
t he very least. the animal picked to
symbolise the return of the baddest rapper
in t he cosmos bar none. It must be true. he
told me so himself.

B umping into LL and his impressively
beefy entourage unannounced at the
t hreshold of his hotel lift is simply no
contest. OK guys, we'll take the stairs.
Half an hour later, LL Cool J is enthusing
about a rather wonderful record. Surprise
surprise, it's his. 'Walking With A Panther' is
the young man's second album, coming two
long years after 'Bigger And Deffer' and
packing the sort of punch that LL seems to
be able to deliver verbally to any challengers
without ever mentioning their names.
A lot of rap has appeared on vinyl in the
past two years. some of it attacking LL
himself. and most of it accompanied by
claims of a coup in the rap world and the
crowning of a new king. As t hey say, get
outta here .
''I'm glad so much has happened in those
two years. but I'm not interested in
associating with any of those artists," says LL.
"I see no reason for Mike Tyson and Spinks
to hang out and have a drink before the fight
and so I don't associate with the other
rappers 'cause I don't really want to be their
friends. There's no need for two lawyers to
be friends and the way I look at it is I'm the
prosecutor and they're the lawyers. I'm a
different entity; a completely different
animal from the rest of the rappers. I'm
definitely different from ·the rest of them.
I'm two years older now, I'm two years
wiser, I weigh a little bit more and I've seen a
lot more.
"I'm not worried about the other guys, I
;wear I don't pay attention to them much.

and

let

the

world

You know, I don't represent rap, I'm not an
ambassador for rap, I'm not an advocate of
rap, I don't bring rap on my back, I'm strictly
LL Cool J, that's all I care about."

The

first fruits of 'Walking W ith A
Panther', is the seductively groovy single 'I'm
That Type Of Guy' with its hilarious tale of
illicit double dealings of t he bedroom
variety. LL's spent today putting in an·
ecstatically received. but heavily edited,
version of the single on coast to coast TV,
though
the
sentiment
and
pure
dick-grabbing sauce of the track remain
undiluted.
"I'm not going to lie to you man, it wasn't
even my choice for the single. I would have
preferred one of the records on the album
that are harder, more true to me. It's an
opinion record. you can either be the victim
or the guy who's committing the crime - it's
up to you. The single is open. you know
what I'm saying?
"A girl whose boyfriend is away will sit
and listen to that record and know that it's
true. I'd say 99. 9 per cent of the women in
America know that the record is true to life.
Guys know it too, that's why there's so
many of them scowling and making faces especially the guys with main girls."
LL's worries about the hardness of the
single are understandable, if misplaced. 'I
Need Love' was slammed when LL's gentler
side was given a higher than usual profile.
particularly by his British fans. 'I'm That Type
Of Guy' is not a smoocher but it could easily
be seen as irresponsible in the AIDS era. I
reckon he's heard this one before.
"OK man, so I slipP,ed in through the back
with a condom. That'; my answer to people
who say 'LL. with all these diseases, ho~
could you be that type of guy?'. I came with
a condom, maybe two."
As if to underline the point. LL's tour
manager is despatched next door to bring in
one of today's stage dancers. "Yo. get Light
Skin in here man. I just want to look at her
face."
The shy young dancer duly obliges, but is
that a smile on LL's face? I sniff the air, it's rife
with the scent of a wind up.

LL

Cool J may have more front than an
LA rock chick on Venice Beach, but ask him
how he sees his achivements in rap in
relation to the wider musical scheme of
things and you will get a surprising answer.
"The way I look at it, I'm just a struggling
artist because I ain't selling what George
Michael's selling. I'm struggling. I'm trying to
get to t he real thing and at the moment I'm
just at the cool thing, you understand~ I'm
watered down Coke right ·now and I want

kiss

my

ass I"

to be the straight up Nitro wrth no cut on it."
But aren~ you always going to be
struggling to get the radio play and general
exposure that a pure pop artist like George
Michael commands, LU
"I know what you're saying man, I
understand, but somebody got to break the
rules; somebody got to shoot the first
arrow. It can be done! I mean, Michael
Jackson is a black guy and he's the biggest
star in the world. ,")~ far as rap in general
goes, if 'Going Back To Cali' was such a big
hit, if Tone Loc's record is such a big hit.
then there can be a bigger one and then it
can open up even more. It can be done, you
just have to make the right record and damn
it. I'm hunting like a motherf'-er for that
record."
'Walking With A Panther' is an incredibly
diverse record. Harder raps rub shoulders
with tear jerking love songs and some of the
funniest lines you'll hear on vinyl this year. LL
Cool J is not a macho meathead. Well. he is
a bit, but there are four or five characters
dotted around this I 5 t rack ( 20 on t he CD)
album and the humour in the man's work is
woefully unappreciated. Take 'Big O le Butt',
the Viz type tale of the rapper's obsession
for big bottoms and his endless pursuit of
the perfect, well-proportioned butt.
"Yeah. I know what you're saying. Those
people are the type who get up from the
table and walk t hree blocks to burp," he
laughs. "They're silly man, those people are
just so serious about life, they don't have any
fun, they die and on their tombstone it says
'Bored As A Motherf""'er'. They even look
bored in the casket. you know what I mean?
When I die, bury me on my stomach and let
the world kiss my ass!" Light Skin chuckles.

I

t had to happen sooner or later. If you
grab your dick once too often. someone's
going to invite you to get it out on the table
and let us all make up our own minds.
LL's horrified to discover that I know he's
just been voted among the top I O sexiest
men in America by readers of Playgirl
magazine. Not only that. but they've invited
him to reveal his esteemed organ in their
esteemed organ.
"The answer is no," he squeals. "I ain't
taking my clothes off and I ain't making no
photos, I'm not a male whore man. that's
too much commotion for me. Even a bikini
session would be too much, can you imagine
that? Do you think people would buy it?
Hey, wouldn't it bug people out if I did
something hke that."
He's warming to the idea. but no. it won't
happen. LL still lives w ith his Gran. after all.
He could use a prop to retain the mystique.
I venture helpfully, How about a fig leaf?
"Hey, you're a funny guy," he stares. "How
about a palm leaf man!"
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singles
(1)

2
3
4

6
7
8

12)
13)
(-)
(5)
16)
14)
17)

5

9

(19)

10
11
12
13
14

(11)
19)
112)
125)
18)

15

(17)

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

(18)
(14)
120)
121)
(15)

(10)
(13)
123)
124)
129)
127)
(28)
(30)
(26)
(22)

PSYCHONAUTFields Of The Nephilim (Situofion Two/
STREETS OF YOUR TOWN the Go-Betweens (Beggars Bonqueij
JUST LIKE HEAVEN Dinosaur Jr (Blost First/
A PLACE IN THE SUN Men They Couldn't Hang (Silvertone/
EARDR.UM BUZZ Wire (Mut~)
ROUND AND ROUND New Order (Factory/
LAZYITIS Happy Mondays (Fodory/
MONKEY GONE TO HEAVEN Pixies (4AD/
A LITTLERESPECT Erasure {Mute)
EVERYTHING COUNTS!LIVE) Depeche Made {Mufe/
BLUE MONDAY '88 New Order {Fadory)
CAN'T BE SURE the Sundays (Rough Trade/
MERCY SEAT Ultra Vivid Scene {4ADJ
CRACKERS INTERNATIONAL Erasure {Mute)
MADEOFSTONE Stone Roses {Silverlone)
THE CIRCUS Erasure (Mute}
BIRDLAND EP Birdland (Lazy}
FINETIME New Order (Fadory)
MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE Dawn After Dark (Chapter 22)
HAIRSTYLE OFTHE DEVIL Momus {Crealian)
WHATTIME ISLOVE KLF (KLF Communicafions)
SWEET JANE Cowboy Junkies {Cwking Vinyl}
CHAINS OF LOVE !REMIX) Erasure {Mute)
THE POWER OF LARD Lard {Altemolive Tentacles)
WHEN I GROW UP Michelle Shocked (Cooking Vinyl}
GET OUTTA THE WAY Underneath What {One Big Guitar)
SHIPOF FOOLS Erasure (Mute)
TOUCH ME l'M SICK Sonic Youth/Blast First)
SOMETIMES Erasure {Mule/
OH L'AMOUR Erasure {Mute)

a I b u m s
1

(2)

2
3
4
5

11)

6
7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20

(3)

H
(-)
(5)
(10)
(6)
(9)
(14)
14)
(-)
(7)
(11)
(- )
(12)
(17)
(18)
(16)
(-)

STONE ROSES Stone Roses (Silvertone)
DOOLITTLE Pixies (4AD)
THE INNOCENTS Erasure (Mute)
HOPE AND DESPAIR Edwyn Collins {Deman)
IBTABA Wire {Mute)
CIRCUS Erasure (Mute)
SHORT SHARP SHOCKED Michelle Shocked (Cooking Vinyl)
TECHNIQUE New Order (Factory)
10J.Depeche Mode (Mute) •
TEXAS CAMPFIRE TAPES Michelle Shockect·(Cooking Vinyl)
PHORWARD Shamen /Moksha)
THE MAN - BEST OF ELVIS COSTELLO Elvis Costello (Demon)
SURFER ROSA Pixies /4AOJ
SUBSTANCE New Order (Fodory)
LOVE IS HELL Kitchens Of Distinction (One Little Indian)
WONDERLAND Erasure (Mute}
LOUDER THAN BOMBS the Smiths {Rough Trade)
HATFUL OF HOLLOW the Smiths (Rough Trade)
JOY RIDE Brilliant Comers (McQueen)
THE NEPHILlM Fields Of The Nephilim /Silva/ion Two}

Compiled with the help of Spotlight Re,earch and selected retail out lets
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Z lne, one of only a handful of fan magazines still around that's really worth the
bother, has just popped issue 10 on the Independents' desk and we're glad they did.
The quality of the zine machine has been commented on before - no crappy xerox
nonsense, enough contributors to ensure a spread of tastes and enough good ideas for
features and interviews. This issue features the Wonder Stuff. Summerhill. a perceptive
look at the character of Frank Spencer and his battle against a world that didn't
understand him, a fash ion spread, loads more stuff and a flexi disc feat uring the
Waltones and the Hepbums as well. There's 60 pages no less and a plea for new
contributors. so if you read these pages every week and think you've got something to
say, why not write to Zine at 97. Caledonian Road, London, N I 98T . Zine is
distributed across the country but if you have trouble finding a copy, ring 0 1-278 7641
and they'll be able to help you.
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If you prefer cool breezes brushing
through your hair, as opposed to
tornadoes bowling you off your feet. then
'Prince Of Wales' - a collection of fine
songs from the partnership of Statton &
Devine - could be your surprise LP of
the month.
Both will perhaps be strangers to you.
Alison Statton was the vocalist of the
minimalist Young Marble Giants and then
the cool sophisticated light jazz of

Weekend. Since 1985 she's become a bit
of a Lady Lucan and often when the
Eighties music scene has been surveyed
we've wondered where on earth she
disappeared to - Cardiff actually! Ian
Devine was formerly a member of
Morrissey's favourite band - the exotic
pop duo Ludus. Now the pair lnave
teamed up to make a deliciously smokey
and evocative i..P. Like the Lilac Time, but
more reserved, Statton & Devine put

with cont ributio ns this wee k from Jo hnny Dee

Eat are back. London's own squatter
band have just released their second EP,
'The Plastic Bag EP', to coincide with a
just completed and rather short UK tour.
The band are currently working on their
debut LP, due for release some time in
the autumn. but in the meantime we
strongly recommend 'Baby Boom' as the
pick of the tracks on offer here. A glorious mix of country guitar picking, a TRex beat o n speed and some almost
Catha! Coughlan-ish vocals, Ange and the

band whip up a storm and manage to
include the immortal line "He looks like a
penis in a pork pie hat". Quite who the
o bject of this foul slur is we can't say, but
while you're at it be sure to check out
'Little Country' and 'Mr And Mrs Smack'.
Although the band have managed to find
more permanent and secure accommodation for themselves, their recent tour was
in support of Shelter with a special benefit night staged at London's Boston
Arms.

◄

acoustic instrumentation to good use,
creating warm and sparse arrangements.
From autumnal musings to defiant Welsh
nationalism to a wonderfully simplistic
version of New Order's 'Bizarre Love
Triangle', 'Prince Of Wales' - nicely
packaged as always by the ever curious
Les Disques Du Crepuscule label - is a
joy from start to finish. Dabble in the
secret gardens of pop and pull out a
plum. OD)

►

let's
eat

Meet the Milk Monitors, a band
who loo k set to continue their climb
up the independents ladder with the
release of their happening mini LP
'Revenge'. We don't know much about the ba nd except t hat you may
well have heard various Peel sessions over the past year or so, with
ano the r currently being line d up.
The band's 'Dance With Me' single
bent a few ears and this LP will certain ly do t he same . Some fine
raucous, fairly punk rock with the
emphasis on the rock, music with
the highlights undoubtedly being the
title track and 'Missing You' for
w hich the band have just completed
a video.

Splish
splosh,
here's a
fluffy pop
tune for all
you tende r
hearted
romantics
out there.
'Sunburst' by
Tangerinealias Mark
Dumais (who
was once in
a band with
Kurt 'Ultra
Vivid Scene'
Ralske) is a
catchy song
that smiles a
melancholy
smile and
then bounces

►

off up the
yellow brick
road. Check
it out if you
fancy the
idea of
Primal
Scream with
a sequence r!
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The biggest
shake-up of the
nation,s airwaves
this decade is
currently
underway. But
will it be Andrew
Lloyd Webber or
the ex-pirate
dance stations
who win out in
the battle for the
new 'communitf
radio franchises?
Phil Cheeseman
investigates

Britain needs more radio. Some countries have more TV stations than we have radio stations. But it's not just
more radio that's needed. It's better radio. And it could be on its way.
Mystified? Last year the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) unearthed a section of the 1981
Broadcasting Act which allowed them to grant 'incremental' licences in areas already covered by conventional
local radio for stations serving a 'community of interest', a specialist music station for instance. Twenty such
franchises are up for grabs nationwide, seven of which will go to stations serving a particular ethnic group Greeks in Haringey or Asians in Bradford.
THE PIRATE CONNECTION
In London last year you could roll the FM dial on your radio past' at least half a dozen pirates regularly
broadcasting city-wide. But following a stipulation that franchise applicants should not have been involved in
illegal broadcasting since the beginning of the year, several stations pulled the plug on New Year's Eve. Two
of these - Kiss FM and LWR - have applied for the London-wide FM franchise.
These stations play music people want to hear - soul, hip hop, house, reggae and jazz. Music sidelined by
Radio 1 and countless local stations. And it's not only in London. Bristol, Birmingham and Brighton have been
getting in on the act. In the Sixties a similar pirate boom, where stations were also playing music you couldn't
hear on legal radio (pop music!), led to a national pop station - Radio 1.
Nowadays, Radio 1 's staple fodder is chart music with too many naff DJs. Not that listening to a pirate
guarantees you a naff DJ-free day. There are actually people like Delbert Wilkins - except they don't have
Lenny Henry to deliver their gags. But the best pirates - LWR and Kiss among them - concentrate on
music. DJs like Steve ,Jackson were playing house music two years before the media discovered the nation's
youth popping funny aspirins and calling each other matey, while Norman Jay was championing rare soul
before someone had the crap idea of wearing flares while listening to ii. Few would deny that we need more ,
varied music on radio. Pirates plug some of the gaps. But are we going to get it?
KISS

Kiss FM means business. Literally. With financial backing from a publishing company and three years' worth
of reputation-building, the ex-pirate has emerged as a serious contender for the London FM franchise, though
it will have to compete with 30 other applicants. But station manager Gordon Mac (pictured right) bemoans
the lack of opposition from other pirates.
"Not enough stations have looked into it and put in an application. I wish more had. It
would demonstrate the demand. Black dlance music serves the second largest record buying
block in the country. There's a lot of crazy people going for this," he sighs.
He's not kidding. Besides Andrew Lloyd Webber's Really Useful Company application for
Classical FM, there are rock stations, jazz _stations and hopefuls backed by, apparently, the
Daily Telegraph, Richard Branson and David Dimbleby.
"We'll feel cheated if we don't get it," says Mac. "We can't go for an ethnic licence
because what we do appeals to all kinds of people. So we're left with one option. Running a
pirate was a lot of aggravation and I don't want to do it again."
Aggravation wasn't just the Department of Trade· and Industry's busting squad, who've threatened to take
all the pirates out this year. Last year, gangster-esque stories of inter-pirate warfare were traded to and fro.
Some claimed heavies had been hired to threaten them.
"I really support the IBA for what they're doing," says Mac. "They've helped us a lot. But there'll always be
people who will say a station is better because it's a pirate. I admire anyone who does it. Being illegal isn't
fun."
THE OFFICIAL VIEW
Contrary to the opinion of many involved in pirate radio and those who support them, the IBA are not
.-:....- - - - - -.,;c;;;o~m::"p.lete fools. In less than two years their responsibility for radio will be taken from them and handed to a
e ~ ority.,Jhey didn't have to do anything.
"The~ ~ressure from the community radio lobby," admits David Vick from the IBA. "The pirates had

-;;;;;~I1£;;;::;:rs;;;:iide;;m~o~n::s~trate~ ·~ nsatisfied demand and besides, we didn't want to sit around doing nothing for two years.
·~
n ~ lO-provide a range of new stations based on letters of intent we received. Pirates were one factor.
· · ,, • ~ . "No contfa is pr -determined - but we chose in areas where we knew there would be at least one strong
• " -~{•f appli~t;it."
. EarlY,;
nts have been encouraging. Bristol's For The People Radio has been successful, as
adio (Sina) in Hounslow and London Greek Radio and WNK in Haringey, North London.
rate xpe ence.
But Ki s is
~ the crunch. Take a look at the charts this week and the chances are you'll find three
f'-tljeir Dr.5 ...__ oul II Soul, Coldcut and Richie _Rich. If they can't go legal, the reasoning goes, what
es anyone have in the future?
But tnat's nJt th~ ~nd of it. In the next two years when the government deregulates the airwaves, there'll be
•
~
et of ice
s with possibly several hundred new stations. In the meantime, will it be Evita ancf
6b
as~'ort~ opera (f.e ember, Radio 3 already exists, with the lowest audience figures of the national BBC
' "''statil:M'!l), a he "" ixture of folk, AOR and country & western - or Jazzie B and cohorts?
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SMITH

listen it really starts to make sense. I
really like the way it starts fast then
grinds down to a dirty funky rhythm.
It takes a lot to get me on the dance
floor but I couldn't stop to this.

GAVIN FRIDAY AND THE
MANSEEZER
'Each Man Kills The Thing
He Loves•
ISlAND

Godhead! The best thing I've heard in
months, nay, this year. Gavin Friday
used to be in Virgin Prunes and his
voice is just fantastic. The song, t he
Hal Wilner production, the
arrangements are all just brilliant.
Everything is so creative and original.
What a great idea to sing Oscar
Wilde lyrics like this. It's wonderfully
lopsided and verges on the disturbing.
In a perfect world this would be a
number one. Welcome back, dearest
Gavin.
Single of the week.

WESTWORLD
'Dance On'
RCA

Looking at what Westworld have·'.
done in the past, I like their sound
and image. I think Elizabeth looks
great - she reminds me of a cartoon
woman, like Wonder Woman, which
is pretty cool.
The song is fine, but for my tastes,
doesn't take enough risks. It's too
safe. If you like Westworld though,
it's straightforward enough.

U2
'All I Want Is You'
ISlAND

MDMA
'Evidence•
ECSTATIC

I'm confused, barefoot, dripping with
sweat on the dancefloor. Covering my
eyes with my hands to block out the
thrashing, throbbing lights and masses
of blurred faces.
The song fills me up so completely
that it may as well be a naughty
chemical. The best dance track I've
heard in ages, better than Prince
even. why do I feel it has so much
sexual energy-/
Buy it and writhe.

This is a very nice love ballad, starting
off slow and sparse and building and
building all the way through. I have to
say the best part is the string
arrangement, which was done by Van
Dyke Parks and it's just perfect.
I'd say this is perfect listening on a
rainy Sunday afternoon.

-

FALLING

FICTION

JULIAN COPE
'China Doll'
ISlAND

I love this song, I think it's great. It's
got a beautiful texture to it and a
really great arrangement. I hope it 'll
be a hit but Julian's never been one to
prostitute himself for the sake of the
top 40.
I really like the line "I'm an

earthbound boy and I worship you"
because I really worship earthbound
boys!

PRINCE
'Batdance (Theme From
Batman)'
WEA

This verges on acid house. It's not
what I expected at all, but with
Prince you never know what to
expect.
I think it's good because there's a
lot of humour - some good spoken
lines from the film - and also some
brilliant guitar playing. It's good to
have a dance record with great
guitars.

It's really cut up and pasted
together but it works, on the second

I love this. It's slightly rockabilly, has
loads of energy, and is definitely made
by people who have t heir musical
hearts in the right places.

Get me a fist as big as Los Angeles
to jam down my throat.

BEE GEES
'One'

JIVE

She can only blame herself.

WEA

ROUGH TRADE

I have a soft spot in my heart for
Manchester bands. This is a lovely
song and they've put a lot of emotion
behind it, as well as a much grander
production than I've heard them use
before. The piano player on this
record stands out a mile -

air.

SAM FOX
'I Wanna Have Some Fun'
MAffBIANCO
'Say It's Not Too Late'

JAMES
'Sit Down•

He's trying to make a very adult
record here, probably one he and
Melanie can dance to on a warm
summer evening on their patio, which
is wired for sound, while clinking
glasses of Puligney Montrachet (Whac!
- Drinks Ecf), while the wind chimes
tinkle sweetly in the warm Californian

WEA

EAT

RISING

EPIC

This song sounds like a smoothed out
out-take of 'Jive Talking' minus any
trace of disco. The Bee Gees are so
sensitive to t he ir disco tag that
they've bent over backwards to avoid
it this time. I like the Bee Gees. I've
always loved their harmonies - but
this stinks. They can do so much
better than this.

'The Plastic Bag EP'

-

e BRIX SMITH of the Fall and the Adult Net
DON JOHNSON
'Tell ff Like ff Is'

he's

excellent, and the way the piano
works with the guitar is refreshing. I
think James are on their way at last.

Some people would describe this
music as easy listening - not for me.
The best thing about it is the pseudo
salsa beat. I wish they'd go one way
or the other, more salsa or more
pop. Preferably salsa, because I think
they can do it really well - especially
if they make it more ethnic.
Too bad they no longer have Basia
in the band. Her singing style worked
very well with Mark Reilly's.

IWANNA HAV( ~OM( fUN

BIG FUN
'I Feel The Earth Move'

IMAGINATION
'Love's Taking Over'

JIVE

RCA

This is a massacre of a great song.
Even though it's on Jive Records it
reeks of PWL. I don't know if it's
really courageous to take this classic
song by Carole King and "discofy" it. I
think it shows a lack of imagination,

Being a guitarist I usually listen to the
guitar parts of a song first. On this
song, the guitar part, though
technically played well, sounded tinny
- with a definite lack of volume.
If they had craaanked up the guitar
it would have made it much more
exciting in my eyes, and ears.
I think it is a good song. even if it's
a bit bland by Imagination's standards.

avarice, and insensitivity to music.

If this is a hit you will catch me
vomiting every time I hear it on t he
radio.
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KARYN WHITE
Hammersmith Ocleon,
London
With the Sunset Sound of LA &
Babyface assimilated and flourishing
throughout the charts on both sides
of the Atlantic, tonight's show offered
Karyn W hite the opportunity to
en liven the dance/pop style of her
producers with distinct vocal and
personal touches of her own.
Sporting halter-neck top, skin-tight
shorts and trainers, Karyn got off to a
jittery disjointed start with 'Facts Of
Love·, the Jeff Lorber song of three
years ago on which she was featured
vocalist. For the next hour though,
her confidence and enthusiasm never
appeared to be dampened. She was
constantly dancing around with
sharpness and zest, particularly during
'Tlhe Way You Love Me' and 'Secret
Rendezvous'.
With just one impressive album to
her name, White's songs were
naturally drawn out, but were often
injected with some funky and sinuous
instrumental breaks. Karyn managed
to cut through the visual aspect of the
show with a strong and warm vocal

performance of her new single
'Superwoman', a song of weakness
and neglect.
Although her band didn't always
lock together firmly, there was no
frailty on Karyn White's part. As her
album suggested and tonight's show
confirmed, this is a woman co look
out for. Justin Onyeka

M N

CHOLSON

THE HOUSE OF LOVE
ICA, London
As a rule I'm happiest watching a
group of ordinary folk performir,g
with wry contempt for rock's more
dramatic moments. This is not chie
stuff of a House Of Love
performance. They steal a two goal
lead due co the face chat the ir support
acts perform aco uscicaiiy. This
highlights the power behind the
House O f Love as Pete Evans delivers
the most potent of backbeats co the
frenetic melodies of Terry Bickers.
For the present, the meaning in Guy
Chadwick's poetry evades me.
Instead, the true strength of their
songs lies in the dynamic guitar sound
aided by perfect sound quality and
impressive lighting. 'Salome' and
'Christine' explode into life, sending
che faithful reeling in the melee at the
foot of the stage. _
Old and new songs blend
comfortably into the set as the quality
of 'Man To Child' and 'Soft As Fire'
are kept for another night. They
reappear twice, performing another
six songs before sending every o ne
home with a satisfied smile.
The stadia beckon for the House
Of Love, chis six-night residency at
the ICA seems co confirm chat they
are destined for greater things. One
worries whether they'll be able to
cope with the pompous nature of
rock bands playing large arenas. But
for now, the House Of Love are a
devastating sight co behold. Bryn

Coecl

• KARYN WHITE: Tense, nervous headache
but the show must go on

3 0 R Iv\

THE GO-BETWEENS
Leeds Warehouse
This is getting a bit ridiculous y'know!
For years now virtually every pop
scribe in the country has been telling
you, the public. how wonderful and
exquisite Australia's Go-Betweens
are. Yet t hey've never had so much of
a whiff of a hit. 'Streets Of Your
Town' looks like changing all that,
but, in keeping with tradition, I'll cell
yo ~, again, anyway: the Go-Betweens
are 'wonderful and exquisite!
I guess they aren't so hoc in the
pin-up stakes. Grant McLennan could
be your next door neighbour and
Robert Forster still looks like a
hillbilly weirdo. Mind you, they could
look like gorillas for all the massed
throng inside the Warehouse care.
For a Go-Betweens devotee is a
serious, studied FANATIC! They bawl
the house down between songs,
eventually coaxing nine (yes, NINE!)
bloody e ncores!!
Highlights from a consistently
excellent set of taut Antipodean
guitar pop (chat often sounds like
laughing Len Cohen joins the Velvet
Underground!) are a snappy 'The

e HOUSE OF LOVE: "I'm that type of Guy , . ."
House That Jack Kerouac Built', a
crystaline and evocative 'Quiet Heart',
a bouncy 'Apology Accepted', a
stirring 'Spring Rain' and, of course, a
superb 'Streets .. .'
What more do you need to know?
The Go-Betweens are better than
ever, now buy the damn records!

David Simpson
10,000 MANIACS
Hammersmith Ocleon,
London
If Natalie Merchant is the hippy
cookie maker, as we have been led to
believe, then her band are the gawky
cooks who bake up the rich, eclectic
recipe.
Natalie begins her evening quietly,
she stands frozen in the spotl ight,
occasionally twitching and gesturing
with her hands. She does a duet with
a member of the audience. Then
three numbers in, all hell Iets loose
and Merchant begins acting like a
crazy Woman, dancing around the
stage like she's stomping on a vast
army of cockroaches. Throughout all
chis barnstorming her voice remains
perfect. le is not until the third
encore, during a solo versio n of

'Jubilee', chat she falters, pauses and
coughs. The audience sighs. it's a relief
from all that intensity.
I 0,000 Maniacs are a "protest"
band, originally dealling with historical
events they are now firmly routed in
present concerns. Their lyrics cover
poverty, war and religion articulately
and poetically. The music is a bit like
explaining a new blend of coffeemixing African guitar with rock, and
folk.
The set tonight was made up of the
current LP 'Blind Man's Zoo' and the
lase, which rocketed into the 'serious
music fan' arena, 'In My Tribe'. 'Eat
For Two', 'Poison In The Well',
'Don't Talk' and 'What's The Matter
Here' stood out. Merchant's stage
presence is always enough co keep
you attentive through the slower
songs. She continually flitted from
joyousness to madness to fragility,
t hrowing her whole body into each
song. For someone who is supposed
to be so nervous she goes to the
toilet every five minutes, she cues a
strong, defiant figur~
Forget the hippy shit, I0,000
Maniacs are a great band. Johnny

D-

FRAZIER CHORUS
The Duchess Of York,
Leeds
No less than IO people arrive on
stage. There's a trombonist, a clarinet
player, keyboards, horns, the works.
Amid all of this, a painfully nervous
man is shaking (yep, physically
shaking!), attempting to introduce his
band's first song. They play it, and it's
terrific. The crowd cheer, loudly.
"Phew, I guess that means we can
stay then/" It certainly does, and
Frazier Chorus can launch into an
hour's worth of pure class.
'Dream Kitchen', 'Typical' and the
next single, the plaintive 'Sloppy
Heart', are all stand-outs, but the
quality of the stuff on show is so high
throughout it almost seems unfair to
choose highlights. Still, 'Ski-Head',
which describes a bus shelter's graffiti
( "someone forgot the 'n' ') sounds
like a near masterpiece of understated
The The-type pop to me.
Frazier's music is so quiet that, at
times, it's embarrassing to mutter
during songs. But taking time to listen
is a truly rewarding experience. It also
means you can chuckle at the singer's
uncanny resemblance to New Order's
Barney Sumner, and fall in love with
the bewitching flute player, Kate.
In a display of true perversity, they
encore with a ludicrously polite
'Anarchy In The UK'! Wonderful. Buy
'Sloppy Heart' and put peculiar pop
groups back into the charts. David

Simpson

PERE UBU/MIRACLE
LEGION

Astoria, London

Playing as a duo tonight, as opposed
to a regular four-piece, American
folkies Miracle Legion flounce on
stage. Guitarist Ray Neal sports a
sensible haircut and a T-shirt and jeans
ensemble while vocalist/occasional six
string plucker and harmonica puffer
Mark Mulcahy, shaggy locks cascading,
is dressed to thrill(/) in a disgusting
ba&,gy grey-green suit with sawn-off
legs and kipper tie. The choice of
outfit pays off and the audience 's
attention is grabbed'
It's a confident, strong start and
they're straight into their stride:
Mark's gorgeous/twangy/angelic voice
and Ray's clever chords and inventive
phrasing fairly basic, but doing justice
to the songs selected from their two
albums, 'Surprise , Surprise, Surprise'
and, more recently, 'Me And Mr Ray'.
They sound a bit like Neil Young,
REM and Simon & Garfunke l without
the, er, Garfunkel; creating a Sixties
kind of lurve vibe. Despite a fe w false
starts later on in the set, they are
rather excellent.
Pere Ubu, later the same evening,

are a tad disappointing. David Thomas
and pals - their one concession to
stage show art a few pathetic
hardboard clouds - are just the
wrong side of eccentric, as in not
eccentric enough. The half-dozen
selections from the new 'Cloudland'
LP sound extremely pedestrian in a
live setting and, for the most part, fall
flat ('Love Love Love', the new single,
being the brilliant exception) when
compared with older 'experimental'
material such as 'Real World' and
'Over My Head' from the 'Modern
Dance' LP and 'Something's Gotta
Give' and 'We Have The Technology'
from 'The Tenement Year' LP, which
fuse the traditional avant garde effects
with garage rock to grin-making
effect.
Throughout, Thomas is the fat,
freaky focus of attention - doing the
lunatic han.d-jive as that amazing
cartoon of a voice belts out perfectly,
also trying to direct the new
drummer who's a bit shaky on some
of the songs. That they're still superb
in comparison to a thousand blander
confections only says something about
their own exceptional-standards.
Good in spates, but usually much
better. Dawen Crook

THE SILENCERS
Palais cle Sports, Lyon,

France
For some unknown reason, Glasgow
four-piece the Silencers have emerged
as the band everyone knows but noone's heard of ... "The Silencers/
Yeah, 'course I know them. They did
that song called . . . err ... umm .. . 'it
had a flute or something in it didn't
it/ Nol Well, they're not exactly
famous are they/!"
Famous, though, they are - at
least in their native Scotland and here
in deepest France where 6,000 pop
kids watch with intense admiration.
Led by the powerful lead vocals of
Jimmie O'Neill, the Silencers play an
intriguing mix of Celtic rock and
blues. In layman's terms that puts
them somewhere between Big
Country and a cosier version of the
House Of Love with an obvious but
not overtly dangerous U2 influence.
'Scottish Rain', currently scaling the
UK singles chart, borrows from none
of these influences though, and as
Jimmie bobbles awkwardly across the
stage clapping his hands and
occasionally even playing his guitar,
the true soul of the band is revealed.
Passionate vocals, passionate guitars
and passionate about Scotland.
They launch into their first single,
'Painted Moon', and before you know
it, the whole audience is singing along
- they know the words! It doesn't
make sense. I mean who the hell do

e LOU REED: or is it Glenn Hoddle?
LOU REED
Pcillaclium, London
The Velvet Underground and a
startling career as a solo artist,
creating some of the most enduring,
timeless rock music, Lou Reed
recently crowned his achievements
with what's likely to be regarded as
one of the best records this decade,
'New York'. A view, from the gutter
up, of the rotten Apple as filthy
microcosm and symptom of a larger,
global ailment, it's riddled with acidic
observations and brilliant rock and
roll. Surely then, a live performance
by this 'rock legend' can only be an
anti-climax in the face of such an
almighty precedent/ Hell no!
Splitting the evening into two sets,
Reed, augmented simply but incredibly
proficiently by second guitar, stand-up
e lectric bass and drums, for the first
hour runs through almost all of 'New
York', the live versions, better than
the studio recordings. The massacred
Chinese students have a f rantic 'There

the Silencers think they are, coming
over here and being successful
without even telling us/ It makes you
feel like you've been missing out or
something.
Well, maybe we have. Tim

Southwell

·THE CARDIACS

Astoria, London

Cardiacs fans dominated the audience
at the Astoria tonight. They were
split, during Boys Wonder's set,
between those who liked the idea of
getting more than one good band for
their money and liked what they saw,
and those who just wanted to get on
with the Cardiacs.
Finally, the stage is set. The lights
go down, and as the first puff of dry
ice winds its way across the stage, a
cheer bursts forth from a mass of
Cardiacs T-shirt wearers. A dull throb
grinds up to a train-like rhythm until
eventually, to crowd frenzy, the band
walk on mischievously with their
hands in their pockets. Singer Tim
Smith blasts a cacophony of random

Is No Time' dedicated to them and
Reed, later on in the set, proves star
status and humility can co-exist when
he sings "Does anybody need another
rock star, self-righteous ..." to the
crashing chords of 'Strawman'. A
blissful mix of savage and tender
moments, Reed wears nonchalance on
the outside while giving the
impression of having an ideological
heart tempered by cold realism on
the inside.
A short interval later and a second
set of archive material is banged out
purely for the pleasure of the crowd;
golden oldies like 'Rock And Roll',
'Satellite Of Love', 'Sweet Jane' and
the obligatory 'Walk On The W ild
Side' receive predictable hysterics
from the crowd, Reed enjoying the
workout but, no doubt, bored slightly
by this clinging to the past.
Lou Reed and band made
everybody happy and, we can but
hope, thoughtful too. Dal'l'en

Crook

words into the microphone like a
naughty schoolboy. In fact they all
look like crazed teenagers let loose
on their fathers' instruments.
After the second song, Tim stands
at the foot of the stage and leers at
the audience, arms folded in a
sarcasti~ gesture that says, ''I'm up
here and you're down there, and you
love me but I don't give a shit about
you".
The music is a manic fairground
rock that befits the Cardiacs' playful
insanity. The rhythm guitarist trots
around the stage to the beat like a
bunny rabbit on heat. There is a sea
of heads in a semi-circle around the
microphone which sways and jumps in
choatic unison. Each time Tim does
something silly the crowd goes wild.
This is the House Of Fun Madness
never went into. The music may be a
little hard to follow and the vocals
somewhat crazy, but they generate a
buzz among their ardent followers
that spills into your mind and pulls
your lips into a smile until you're
sneering yourself. Steve Masten
R Iv\ 31
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BEATMASTERS
'Anyway-■n-••
RHYTHM KING

The Beatmasters are the last of
Rhythm King's trio of chart-busting
dance acts to bring out their debut
album, and it seems they've topped
the efforts of Bomb Tne Bass and
S'Express by a fair margin.
'Anyway .. .' is far more consistent
than its label rivals and although it
stays in a house tempo more or less
throughout, each track is strong
enough to be a floorfiller in its own
right.
The Beatmasters are not nearly as
experimental as Tim Simenon or Mark
Moore. Instead of trying to break
new ground. they're content to fine
tune the art of quality dance music.
While "straightforward hip house
tracks like 'Rok Da House' and
'Who's In The House' are fairly simple
and obvious, the Beatmasters are
quite capable of producing more
subtle and effective underground
grooves. 'Midnite Girl' and 'Warm
Love' are as good as any of the left
field music coming out of Chicago and
New York. Above all they prove the
difference between DJs and musicians.
The Beatmasters are definitely the
latter.■■■■

Tim leffery

CHQLSON

classic hits - but the rest sound
pretty wooden. Sadly, this collection
of 21 moodily atmospheric, world
music, instrumental pieces from
Martin Scorsese's controversial 'Last
Temptation Of Christ' is no
exception to the rule. Except that
there are no stand-out tracks at all!
Nowadays, we find former Genesis
frontman Peter Gabriel championing
various (thoroughly praiseworthy)
ecological causes, and working on
African music projects. The latter
include his writing, and assembling the
players, for the songs of the first
record of this double set, and his
overseeing of the production on the
second. lt"s tense, epic, often
pompous stuff: the tunes (if you can
call them that) have titles like 'The
Promise Of Shadows' and 'Zaar', and
spacey, hissing synths, duel with eerie,
trilling flutes, and pounding native
war-drums, before geiting badly lost
in a passion-free, CD-friendly
production. Indeed, it's the
production that really stinks. There's a
case for this gentle primitive just
being left alone, rather than being
treated so worthily in a chic western
studio that it becomes utterly
worthless.
Gabriel, in short, despite his good
intentions, is in danger of disappearing
up his own backside. More like a first
temptation to nod off than anything
else.■■

Henry Wllllan.

MARTIN GORE

'Counterfeit ••P•'
MUTE

PETER GABRIEL

'Passion•
REALWOI\LD

Oh dear, another soundtrack LP and this one's a double. The right
music, of course, is a vital ingredient
in any film's impact (if you don't agree,
with that, just try imagining the
Sixties student angst-epic The
Graduate' without its hazy, dreamy,
Simon & Garfunkel folk-pop
contribution).
Yet divorced from their movie
context, film scores are notoriously
dull listening; a few tracks may be
instantly memorable - even become

Time was when young combos would
play covers of other people's songs
before they met with success. These
days the thinking goes more along the
lines of 'well, we've/I've sold so many
records now, it must be time to
slaughter someone else's material.
Preferably things that everyone
already knows'.
Martin Gore (seeing as Martin isn't
American we'll drop the 'L')
however, has not only followed the
second part of the covers rule (do it
betteror do it differently) he's also
had the guile to call his 'here's me
doing a few of my favourite songs' LP
'Counterfeit'. Though he might just as
well have called it 'Songs You've
Never Heard Before', so little known
are its contents.
Tracks as diverse as Vinni Reilly's
'Smile In The Crowd' and Sparks'
'Never Turn Your Back On Mother
Earth' are all given the same Martintinkering-about-in-his-bedroom-withhis-machines approach, an approach
surprisingly successful despite the
maudlin tendencies ever-present.
And if it does sound a little like
Depeche Mode, that's understandable.
If you'd spent the best part of the last

PAUL MCCARTNEY

'Flowen In The Dirr
Parlophone

Being told that he's never surpassed his Sixties creative highs has been the bane
of Macca's post-Beatles career. There's been the odd flicker of genius, of course,
but it's often been buffeted by a good deal of treading water and self-indulgence.
The fact that 'Flowers In The Dirt' is McCartney's best album since 'Band On The
Run', 16 years ago, is positive proof that he's met an unlikely match in Elvis
Costello, his first serious songwriting partner since John Lennon.
Previous partnerships. even with artists in the Michael Jackson/Stevie Wonder
league, had resulted in moments as trite as 'The Girl Is Mine' or as godawful as
'Ebony And Ivory'. Costello may only have collaborated on four of these 12
songs, but his contribut ion seems to have given McCartney the lift he 's needed
for so long.
Opening with 'My Brave Face', the recent (oddly short-lived) hit, the mood and
pace follows a wave-curve pattern, slipping into a trough with the dreamy,
sentimental 'Distractions' before peaking again in a roughshod fashion on 'Figure
Of Eight'. And so on.
.
The best songs, like 'How Many People', 'We Got Married', 'This One', and
' 'You Want Her Too' (a duet with Coste llo), highlight McCartney's timeless knack
of surfacing with happy-go-lucky singalong melodies, or - as with 'Don't Be
Careless Love' - sounding restrained without being too lightweight.
Even the album's wacko throwaway track, 'Ou Est Le Soleil', would be
considered very favourably if it hadn't been accompanied by such high
expectation,.■■■■

Chris Tw-•Y

decade in Depeche Mode, you'd
sound a bit like them too.■■■■

Phil Che-man

LOVETRAIN
lfluman Feellngs Retum•
SIREN

Lovetrain have been taking these
songs around the country for a year
or more now, improving their
performance and building their
audience as they go. Taking mellow,
laid back arrangements to audiences
looking for live energy was always a
dodgy move, especially without a
chart hit to pin it on. But Lovetrain
are still chundering down the line, and
here's the album to prove it.
Producer Phil Thornalley (with
previous Cure and Prefabs credits) has
maximised fantastic arrangements
from Jonjo and Robin Key and crew.
Attractive bass and guitar
arrangements intertwine to provide a
listenable backing to what are
thoughtful, well written songs, while
Jonjo's soft voice cuts a clear path
through it all. He doesn't slur, and he

doesn't jump around from note to
note to force tune. Instead he allows
his voice to slide around at its own
pace, making this relaxed, painless
listening.
'The Way Of All Flesh', the most
recent single, is followed by the
album's weakest track, 'Night
Thoughts', which ends abruptly as
though they got bored with it and
went into the excellent 'Torch You
Carry' before diving into the more
up-tempo 'Rags To Riches'. But the
faster numbers belie their pace. Lord
knows, Jonjo was probably lying in a
hammock when he recorded it.
'Big Mo's Battleship' opens with a
guitar riff that wouldn't sound too out
of place in an Indian restaurant. In fact
the whole song rolls along in an Asian
groove. mixed with a Sixties/Who-like
melody, climbing up and down scales
with harmonies that echo the lyric.
Sadly, this record probably won't
get the praise and commercial success
it deserves in a market .dominated by
old-fashioned remixes and formulated
hits. But that's showbiz.■■■ 112

SteveMuten

CHRIS ISAAK
•H-rt Shaped World'

MARIA MCKEE

WARNER BROTHERS

GEFFEN

Chris Isaak's voice is so rich it should
be taX exiled in Jersey, and coupled
with good looks in an obvious sort of
Elvis Presley-meets-James Dean-I'mnot-really-jealous-or-anything type of
way, it's still a mystery why he hasn't
taken over the world yet. If it takes
talent, good looks and luck to be
successful t hen I guess Isaak will have
to console himself with two out of
three.
'Heart Shaped World' is his third
LP and follows '87's luscious self-titled
album which contained the haunting
'Blue Hotel' that threatened to enrich
the charts, but, alas, his brand of
mellow, countrified blues has proved a
touch too subtle for our ears.
The echo-laden, twanging guitars,
blessed with a voice that wails and
whispers and sends the ghost of Roy
Orbison shivering down your· spine,
harks back to a simpler, less cluttered
era where a song's strength lay in its

Maria's finally got around to adm'itting
she's a solo artist. Her band Lone
Justice were always an effective,
complementary foil to her
songwriting, singing and performing
talents, but it's always been Maria's
show, her face and her voice.
And it's that voice that can soar,
crack with emotion, sooth and
scream, and it's this that will deter
some British ears from taking the
young woman and her music on
board. The over the top gospel antics
of 'More Than A Heart Can Hold'
probably inspire dancing in the aisles
in some parts of the world, but over
here it tends to lead to finger
pointing and accusations of forced
emotion. Only those who've
witnessed Ms McKee in full onstage
flow will appreciate that this is very
much the real Maria.
A hit single is all that's keeping th is
remarkable young talent from

'Marie McKee•

honesty not its beats per minute.
Isaak still treats himself to the
occasional fling like the hoedown
exuberance of 'Forever Young' and
the tribal rock 'n ' roll of 'The Heat
Of The Jungle', but his true magic is
harnessed on the restrained splendour
of 'Wicked Game', 'Nothing's
Changed' and 'Kings Of The Highway'
where his hushed American drawl
performs deep throat on the mic.
Isaak's heart and music may have its
roots in the rock 'n' roll magic of the
Fifties, but with so much contrived
pretension around his refreshing
simplicity is compelling. ■■■■ 1/i

Kevin Murphy

VISIO
'HELLRAISER II:
HELLBOUND'
"Good Horror should always be one
step beyond the limits·of taste. It's a
place where everything's up for grabs.
And that appeals to me 'cause I abhor
the safe and conventional," explains
horror writer Clive Barker who
turned director with 'Hellraiser'
because he was disappointed with
films that had previously been made
from his scripts. But in order to
deliver a new book to his publisher,
he was forced to leave his director's
hot-seat to first-time director Tony
Randel for the soul-chilling sequel.
For 'Hellbound' there's more
money, more effects and more gore
involved than for the first film. "Last
time we were filming on locations or
in a small London studio. This time
around, it's all shot at the more
sophisticated Pinewood, the home of
the Bond and Indiana Jones films. It's
big budget time," says Ashley
Lawrence, who reprises her role of
Kirsty. "And this is a true sequel in
the sense that it actually picks up the
story no more than two hours after
the gruesome lovers Frank and Julia
have been destroyed leaving Julia's
stepdaughter Kirsty a lone survivor."
More than 50 per cent of the
original cast and crew are back
working on the sequel, including the
scheming Julia, portrayed by Clare

Higgins, who not only is meaner and
more evil than she was before she's also dead before the film starts!
"I'm the Queen of Hell. This time I
get to kill seven or eight people and I

knocking the likes of Cyndi Lauper
and Belinda Carlisle for six, but it's
unlikely to come from this collection.
'Can't Pull The Wool Doyt12, (Over
The Little Lamb's Eyes)' and 'Am I
The Only One (Who's Ever Felt This
Way)', come closest, but they're far
too mature in content and execution
to appeal to our singles market.
Not that any of this will worry
Maria McKee unduly. Anyone who can
conjur up the stunning 'Panic Beach'
can rest assured they'll be making
great albums for years to come. Just
don't expect to see her on 'Top Of
The Pops', that's all.■■ 'h Andy

Strickland

0
the quick-witted C lare~ whose big
surprise about the first film was that
she thought she'd get sympathy from
the audience. "Remember, I did it all
for love. Still, they all clapped when I
died!'' R-ld Rynning

LICENCE TO KILL (Cert I,)
Starring: Ttmothy Dalton

• honestly, these Millwall fans are so
touchy
have a great time killing them. It's
wonderful therapy but after
'Hellraiser' came ·out, my friends
didn't call me for a long time!" says

James Bond is back, but the new
action adventure - the 16th bit of
Bondage - lacks the usual gaspmaking sizzle.
For the very first time, the
ingredients which have made the 007
films the longest running series in t he
history of the movies - nail-biting
action, refreshing humour, intriguing
locations and a dozen or so Bond
beauties - are sorely lacking. The
varied locations are limited to Mexico
and Florida, looking much the same.
Even London is left out, and Bond is
- hard as it is to believe - never
seen on his home territory. So there
are no jolly scenes with agent 007 and
his ever-loving Miss Moneypenny, a.-.d
half the film has passed by before Q is
sent overseas to add some gadgetry
and a bit of humour to the
proceedings.
Unfortunately for us all, it's much
too late in the day to save this
humourless caper. W ith the emphasis
on the hard-edged reality, James takes

e "The name's Dalton, Timothy Dalton"
himself much too seriously and the
flaws in the plot and the character
developments show up like sore
thumbs: Timothy Dalton plays 007 for
the second t ime and is fine as Bond,
but poor Talisa Soto as the baddie's
girl has to suffer some incredibly
corny scenes. Carey as Pam Bouvier
fares better. She's an independent
woman of the Eighties - a kinda
female Bond who saves our James not
once, but twice! But Bond's
relationships with the two beauties
which should have created heartstopping moments, never really
sparkle.
The action is, of course, first rate.
There are brilliant underwater
sequences, great stunts and lots of
massive explo.sions, but all this can't
save 'Licence To Kill' from being
more of a whimper than a bang.

R-ld Rynning
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After 2 1 hits accompanied by her backing
group the Pips - from 1967's Take
Me In Your Arms And Love Me' to last
year's 'Love Overboard' - Gladys
Knight has her first solo hit w ith
'Licence To Kill', the theme from the
James Bond film of the same name.
Gladys. who got the nod to record t he
track over Patti LaBelle. will be
reJomed by the Pips for her next single.
'Licence To Kill' 1s the 17th Bond movie
theme - and the 14th to chart. The
biggest successes are the top IO hits by
Paul McCartney ('Live And Let Die'
1977). Carly Simon ('Nobody Does It
Better'. from The Spy Who Loved Me'
1977). Sheena Easton ('For Your Eyes
Only'. I 98 I), Duran Duran ('A View
To A Kill', 1985), and A-ha ('The Living
Daylights' 1987). The o nly complete
failures have been Louis Armstrong's
·on Her Maiesty's Secret Service' ( 1969),
Lulu's T he Man With The Go lden Gun·
( 1974) and Shirley Bassey·s
'Moonraker' ( 1979) - though Rita
Coolldge·s recording of 'All Time High'
hardly lived up to its tit le 1n I 983, filling
the chart's anchor position (number 75)
for a single week before disappearing.
While 'Licence To Kill ' climbs the chart
here, let's congratulate Bette Mldler
on her American number one wrth 'Wind
Beneath My Wings', which popularised a
song later to become a number one hit
for somone else. In I 967. her version of ·t
Heard It Through The Grapevine' reached
number two. only to be t rumpecl a year
later by Marvin Gaye's chart topping

e DURANDURAN:
"I think I see land

ahoy lads . .."
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• ".. .yes Simon, it
looks like Calais.
How super. Bagsy me
on the beach first"

ALAN

JONES

remake of the same song. At 4 3. Bette
Midler - born December I 194 5 - Is
t he second oldest female soloist ever to
have a USA number o ne. The oldest?
Tina Turner. who was only three
months short of her 45th birthday when
'What's Love Got To Do Wrth If reached
pole pos~ion 1n September I 984.
If 'Licence To Kill' 1s an American
number one - Duran Duran's 'A View
To A Kill' flew the 007 standard at the
chart summ~ 1n 1985 - Gladys. who was
born on 28 May 1944, would wrest the
tttle of oldest female soloist to have a
number one single from Tina and leave
Bette In third place. thus restoring at least
some of the pride she admrts has been
somewhat battered by the fact that
record buyers prefer Bette's version of
'Wind Beneath My Wings' to her own.
Before 'Wind Beneath My W ings', which
she sings "' the film 'Beaches', Bette's
highest chartecl singie was also from a
movie 1n which she starred. 'The Rose·.
which came out at the same time as the
film of that name was a number t hree hrt
1n 1980.
Bette's success 1s shared by her
producer Arif Hardin, who has
produced f~ur other American number
one's1ngles, namely the Average
White Band's 'P1ek Up The Pieces· and
the Bee Gees· 'Jive Talkin" (both 1975).
Phil Collins· 'Against All Odds (Take A
Look At Me Now)' ( 1984) and Phil's duet
with Marilyn Martin. the 1985
topper 'Separate Lives'.
Wily Turk Mard1n, born 1n Istanbul

I
more than 57 years ago. has been
associated with M1dler's label Atlantic since
I 963. and has produced hits. all bearing
his trademark crisp clarity. for Aretha
Franklin. Roberta Flack. Wilson
Pickett. Culture Club. David
Bowie. Scrltti Pollttl and a host of
others. including Chaka Khan . most
notably her 1984 UK chart topper ·1 Feel
For You· and the curTently chartrng 'I'm
Every Woman·.

• Madonna's recent domination of the
world's chart summrts has made our
occasronal 11st of global giants a non-star"ter
recently. but she's loosened her grip at last
allowing an interesting cross section of
records to reach pole posrt1on. among
them Roxette's 'The Look'. currently
number one 1n Germany and Norway.
the Bangles' 'Eternal Flame!' ·(Australia.
Holland. Belgium). Boney M 's 'M-egam1x·
(France) and Simple Minds' 'Thrs Is
Your Land' (Greece). American actor
David Hasselhoff's 'Looking For
Freedom' is now top in Sw~zerland and
Austria after a long run at number one rn
Germany. Thirty-six-year-old Hasselhoff rs
better-known here for his starrrng role in
the TV series 'Knight Rider'.
But 1f you thought Madonna had lost
her crown throughout the world. think
again. The single 'Like A Prayer' still reigns
supreme in Canada. Mexico. Argentina.
Italy. Denma1·k. Finland. Po1"tugal and Spain.
while her identically titled album holds
sway 1n France, Sweden. Denmark. Austria
and Portugal. Other numbe1· one albums

include Simple Minds' 'Street Fighting
Years' (Germany. Italy, Belgium. Holland
and Switzerland). Simply Red's 'A New
Flame·. which continues to burn brightly at
the top of the Greek cha1-t. Roxette's
'Look Sharp'. apparently immovable at the
head of the Norwegian chart, and the
Fine Young Cannibals' The Raw
And The Cooked'. currently number one
In Canada and the USA
'The Raw And The Cooked' has thus
far sold over five million copies
worldwide. including more than I .500,000
in America. where the FYC's 1986 debut
album sold fewer than 400.000 and
peaked at number 49.
Readers anxious to know what's
number one in Japan can rest easy In their
beds in the knowledge that 'Arash1no
Sugai' by Shizuka Kudo leads the
singles list. while 'Dress· by TM
N et w ork is the hottest album. debuting
at number one last week. Both are likely
to be swept out of the way by the allconquenng Seiko Matsudo. w ho 1s
highly fancied to prolong her sequence of
I 2 consecutive number one albums and
24 number one singles 1n a row. Seiko is a
phenomenon 1n Asia. and will be launched
in America later this year. 1n the first stage
of a carefully planned operation to
popularise her all over the world. The last
Japanese act to score a US hit of any
consequence was Pink Lady. a female
duo whose single 'Kiss In The Dark'
reached number 37 a decade ago. The
biggest hit ever to emerge from the land
of the nsing sun was ·sukiyaki' by Kyu

Sakamoto. which reached number one
in 1963 - a notable achieve"":nt since It
did so 1n its ong,nal Japanese version.
despite attempts by Sakamoto's record
company to get him to record ,t In English.
He d1dn·t need to - rt had a beautiful
melody and was 1·ev1ved. this time sporting
newly w ritten English lyrics. 1n a yearningly
delicate and cha1·ming update by A
Taste Of Honey in I 98 1. Their
version reached number three in America,
selling well over a million.
• Cover versions of songs written by
Bob Dyla n run into thei1· thousands.
and the recently released 'The Songs Of
Bob Dylan' on Start Records. reviewed ,n
rm last week by Roger Pebody. contains
a couple of dozen of Bobby's best.
Consequently. rt has been doing very
nicely on the compilation albums cha,-t.
Meanwhile, the urge to restyle his songs
continues unabaited. making life very
expensive for the Dylan completist. Three
new versions of his songs made their first
appearance on vinyl last week alone.
John Cougar Mellencamp·s live
reading of 'Like A Rolling Stone· 1s an
interesting addrt1on to the 12-inch pressing
of his new singie 'Pop Singer'. the veteran
Neville Brothers interpret ·with
God On Our Side' on the 12-inch nip of
t heir latest. 'Yellow Moon·, and the Jeff
Healey Band perform a fine
contemporisation of 'When The Night
Comes Falling From The Sky' on the
soundtrack album to the new Patrick
Swayze film 'Road House·.

e BETTE MIDLER: "cheeeese"

HYPER HARDCORE RADICAL RE-MIX
12" AND 7 " SINGLE TAKEN FROM THE ALBUM WEAPON IS MV LYRIC
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BEATS & PIECES

HOME OFFICE plans for the further expansion of local rad,o co~ rcsull in another 300 to
500 low power stations being on a11· as early as
1991. broadcasting on temporanly assigned frequencies to areas 12 miles 1n diameter .. Dave
Dorrell & CJ Mackintosh of M A R R S
have done a Big Ben introcd more resonantly
booming shnky 0-1 I 0bpm remix of the Hall &
Oates 'I Can't Go For That' based terrific ,nfecllOusly chugg,ng and scurbb,ng De La Soul 'Say
No Go (Say No Dope M,x)", promoed w,th a
p,ctorially etched blank flip ahead of June 26

release .. Smack Music Productions• guys
talked (and barked!) 119'!.bpm bubbly bump,ng
K-Y-ZE "Stomp (Move, J,•mp. Jack Your Body)'
has n,cely wry drily ,ntoned comments and
dance 1nstructt0ns, flipped by the huskily moaned
121 1/ sbpm wriggly ;tnd,ng Fred Fowler
'T,mes Arc Chang,n" on a popular promo that
plugs Cooltempo's imminent 'This Is Garage·
comp,Ia1,on LP., . Teddy Riley arranged gruffly
mature 17 yea, s old rapper David 'Redhead'
Guppy's 1crklly rolling sw1ngbcaVh1p hop Redhead Kingpin & The FBI 'Do The R,ght
Th,ng' (IO Records). ,n 0-108-108 1/lbpm I 2"
and (0-)108½-108 1/,-0bpm US Street M,xcs.
l,kely to cha,i ahead or July 3 release ... Paebo
Bryson's 'All My love' LP ,s ,ndeed now out
here (Capitol EST 2097), ffrrs compilation
album ·rrrr - Silver On Black' could well be
losing its Rockers Revenge (featuring Don•
nie Calvin) 'Walking On Sunshine 89' remix as
allegedly 11 was unauthorised by the ex,st,ng
group. v.. ho have a new re-recorded modern
update awa1l1ng nval release ... Pressure Point
'Dreaming· has had ,ts commercial release put
back lo n<ext Monday due lo a cracked la
quer . ,, Frankie Knuckles' bump,ly swaying 01041/,bpm rem,x or 'Ain't Nobody' from Chaka Khan's album has been promoed coupled
with a totally d,ffcrcnt drumk11 tapped and
moody p,ano ,angled resonant 1ns11'Umental Ol 041h bpm Halluc,nogenic Vers,on and Soul II
Soul-,sh strings backed sparsely surg,ng 0104bpm Bassapella ... US ,mports I had ne,ther
time nor room to review 1n full include the

prett,ly tinkled ,nstrumental (,n ,ts best 12 l'/s0bpm Krazec M,x) Da Posse featuring Mar•
tell 'Why Is ThatT Q,ve): Fast Eddie scratched
exo~ng (1n ,ts 0-1231/s-0bpm Jump,n Cut) ,r
typical h,p house Julian ' "Jumpin" Peret.
featuring Kool Rock Steady 'A,n't We Funky
Now· (DJ lnlcrnat,onal Records): Delegation
'Oh Honey' based sl,nk,ly convcrsat,onal rap
Three Times Dope 'Funky D,v,dends' (Ansta):
Robert Brookins produced and Blaze remixed sw,ngbcat Jackie Jackson 'Cruz,n· (Polydor): 1erk,ly ,,gghng sw,ngbeat Paul Laurence 'I
Ain't W ,t It' (Capitol): d1Sappo,nt,ngly patchy
album of house, rap and Hi-NRG Corporation
Of One 'Black L,ke Me' (Smok,n' LP) . . . Karyn
White 'Superwoman (long Version)' on commercial 12 ,nch ,s fl,pped by the iuddery J'llcry
rolling 0-1051/, -105 1/,-I06bpm New York
Groove Ed,t of he,· old 'The Way You love
Mc'.,, Fast Globe 11avc cashed 1n on 'Helyom
Halib' by re,ssu,ng Cappella ·Push The Beat/
Bauliaus (The Better Beat Mix)' ( 12 FGL I). thew
blatantly 'Pump Up The Volume· based ep,sod,c
samples woven chugg,ng 0- 1171/l-0bpm debut
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ALL THAT'S UPFRONT ON THE NATION'S
HOTTEST DANCEFLOORS

venues where il's long been o monsler,
A rlhur adding lo lin percussion and braying
brass with o boosted burbling bassline ond
some occasional stuttery edit elfects in his
119%-1191/s-119% -0bpm C lub M ix,
w ith o brighl 119%-119½-0bpm Club
Edit o nd more sparsely episodic really lotin
hou se 0-l 18 1/s -118-1181/s-1181 l 8 1/s -0bpm L a l i n M i x ; RAUL

featuring J. Bonell 'Guitarra
{Original Mix)' (Rhyme 'n' Reason
Records 12 RNR 4, via Pinnacle),
encouragingly reviewed w hen brond new
on Spanish import well over o year ago a nd
subsequenily o n enduring Bolcoric hil, top
Bo rcelono club jock Raul Orellon o 's
excellenl lightly inlecliou s now - post Gipsy
Kings - modish Spanish guilor tinkled lby
Jord i Benell) l uneful loping instrumental is
here al losl due to be A-sided by this
0-1212/3-121 ½ -0bpm edil al its o riginal
High C lub mix, buil tlos confusingly b een
preceded o n 33 1f.3rpm promo by UK remixed
gently percussive bass l hrobbed o nd p iano
plon ked 120¾bpm Caso D el Sol,
12lbpmCoso De l o A rena ond Caso Del
Mor mixes, ihe loller two being d ue os
commercia l B-side, the whole l hing now os
lhen sounding greol especially for classy
MoR mobile d iscos; BIG FUN 'I Feel The

Earth Move {Club Mix)' (Jive JIVE T

..
I
! •

1il.

\ .

'I•
THE REAL ROXANNE 'Roxanne's On A Roll (Norman Cook Remix)' (Urban URBA 421Eric B& Rakim's '·The R"
assumes grealer slullery prominenct in lhis name s~lling lolally different, no longer 'Think (Aboul Iii' dril·en, j iggly
lurching 0-1161/.1-0hpm dmr remix by lhe DJ•ing ex-Housemarlin (wilh his emllenl mn punchier 0-1161/,bpm
Bonus Beals and an Edit loo), nol due fully until June 26, Abore is a dip from the song's ' Vil·a Las Vegas' styled
video!
UK hit from around 18 months ago. .. Pre•
cious •Dcfinillon or A Track' WIii be on MCA
Records here in aboul a fortnight.. Re•
negade Soundwave 'The Phantom (It's In
There)'" being spun by some Jocks at 33'/irpm,
tum1ng 1t into a 90bpm heavy reggae-1sh
dub! ... Tam Tam arc updating thew club ma,I•
Ing 1151 for DJs outs,dc London specifically write to Sheyla Asian at Savage Records/Tam
Tam Records. ) I A Clerkcnwell Green. London
ECIR ODU .. Jive have 1ust made their club
plugger Steve Wren redundant. among other
staff , .. Manchester's Hacienda 1ocks Mike
Pickering and Graeme Park arc beh,nd the
de/Construction Records promoed Dynasty
Of Two 'Stop Th,s Thing', a mournful girl
keened 0-117-116"/sbpm electron,cally lurching
"greenhouse· canterer (,e: it's about the ecology')
- Mike meanwhile 1s lounng the States as cont,nuIty DJ and compere of the New Order/De
La Soul/Pil stad,um package ... Carlon hosts
the salsoullgarage Metro par ty at Eahng's
Haven Stables this Tuesday ( 13). w,th a

follow-up ,r you m,ssed that one al the same
venue on Juy I I , Cutmaster Swift, DJ
Pogo and MC Mello guest wnh Colin Watts,
Mick Foster and Stumpy this Thursday ( I 5)
at Luton's The Coliseum ... Disco Mix Club
are reta1n1ng the BlueBird name or their recently acquired record 'shops not only for con•
1,nuity of goodwill. but also perhaps because
unfortunately there already IS a nine shop DMC
Retail chain 1n the North West!. . I'm ouua
here - BUT NOT FOR LONG!

POP DANCE
GIPSY KINGS 'Bamboleo (Arthur
Baker Club Mix)' (Al Records 12A1
313, via PRT), although for my money the
definilive version remains the unlompered
original al the French g ipsies' terrific iaunlily
strummed and chonted "flamengo wo ve"
classic from lost year, ii pro bably needs
these lolin house slyled remixes lo cross
over finolly inlo more 1ho n jusl the Balearic

204), polenl iolly very u selul w hinneying
Communords-style hig h energised churning
ond thumping 1241/obpm revival ol Carole
King's classic 'It's Too l ate' B-side (so useful
tho! if it's o big enough hit il's sure to end up
o n Capitol Rodie nexl n ew yeor's eve!},
flipped b y on ocid icolly lwillered jerky
121 ½bpm Blo w The Amp Mix o f the exSeven lh Avenue guys' earlier less
d i sl inguis h ed ' Living For Yo ur Love' :
SONIA 'You'll Never Stap Me
loving You' (Chrysalis CHS 12 3385).
onolher inevitably hilb o und ly picolly slick
luneful S1ock A itken W o lerman c reeled
c hu n kil y bounding 119½bpm ultracommerciol gallop er b y o sweel voiced
v ivacious 18 years old redheod w h o
oudilioned ocoppello for Pete Wolermon
ond song live on 'The H il M o n And Her';

JASON DONOVAN 'Sealed With A
Kiss' {PWl Records PWLT 39), SAW produced slrong sweeily swaying 0-95% 0bpm remake of Brion Hylond's billersweel
classic 1962 summer vocation song, true lo
lhe originol's spiril (reviewed in locl o ff
seven inc h, w hi ch moy dif l er};

BANANARAMA 'Cruel Summer
(Swing Beat Mix)' (London NAX 19),
like the subtitle suggesls, o jiggly smocking
110½ -0bpm swingbeol remix by brighl
young sparks Blocksmilh o f lhe cooing girls'
oldie, coupled on o three-tracker by Freddy
Boslone's ultro jillery lotin hip hop style
1231/sbpm 'I Heard A Rumour
{Corpo rolion O f Bonanoromo Mix), o nd Phil
Hording & Ian C urnow 's "wooh - yeah "
sludded lw illering juddery 126bpm 'Venus
(The Greolesl Remix}', w h ile already
seporolely promoed {NANEX 19) ore their
respective 110½bpm Swing Beat, more
ho use-ish 123-0bpm Corporalion, ond ►

R
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126-0bpm Desire Dubs; ZANGA
ZANGA 'Oh Ciolili' (Urban URBX
37) possibly this yeor's 'Ye Ke Ye Ke,
onother similor percussively driven lrontic
(0-)125½ bpm African chanter - with o
rippling jozzy vibes breok rother thon on
ocid mix this time! - by Liberia born but
nowadays Europe based Lorry Zongo
Honey (ins t rumental flip); THE

BREAKFAST BAND featuring Root
Jackson 'Feeling The Feeling' (Cane
Records TASSA 1T, via JetStar), Old
Oak Rum sponsored typically jounty co!I
and answer chanted 1124/sbpm brassy
soco k nees-up, p e nned by leading
colypsonion Shadow lor this year's Trinidod
cornivol, good fun for oil who still get hot,
ho t, hot when it's party time; KATE

CEBERANO 'Young Boys Are My
Weakness' (London LONX 226), Phil
Hording & Ion Curnow produced Australian
star's reworded f lo r obvious gen d er
chongi ng reasons!) funki ly jiggling
102bpm Commodores revival with some
strong squalling sax, not really in the some
class bu t in much the some rhythm groove
os Soul II Soul for mixers !flipped though by
o for less good 'Searching' -ly tempoed
126bpm treotment by Stevie Wonder's
'Higher Ground'); LONDON BOYS

'London Nights' (WEA YZ393T),
another very European flavoured frisky
t hough more stolid ly thumping 0119'1/sbpm breezy singolong, briefly
introed and then washed through- out by
the resonon t atmosphere of wordless
monkish c hanting (0-119½ bpm ' The
London Days' instrumental flip!; EARTHA
KITT & BRONSKI BEAT 'Cha Cha

Heels' (Arista 612331 }, with lines
alluding to 'These Boots Are Mode For
Welkin", Eartha's typically feline growled
and purred gollc,ping 0- 127¾ -0bpm HiNRG colloborotion with the current Bronskis
hos long been in the pipeline, and won't
disappoint those who ore already likely to
be predisposed towards t he total
predictability of just such on alliance, while
probably more enduring in appeal is the
double boss and lingersnops bocked nice ii
blatantly ' Fever' rewriting 110¼ -110¾ 0bpm 'My Discorded Men' flip; PHYLLIS

NELSON 'Move Closer' (Car rere
CART 337, via EMI }, chart-lopping
classic old 81 bpm sultry smoocher,
reissued belatedly and - as it turns out needlessly to counter Tom Jones's sadly
unsuccessful revival (essential MoR though ii
you don't already hove it); CAPPELLA

'Push The Beat/ Bauhaus (The Better
Beat Mix), (Fast Globe 12 FGL 1, via
PRT}, 'Helyom Holib' prompted inevitable
reissue of their old 'Pump Up the Volume'
based episodic samples woven 0-1171/,0bpm chugger from early lost year; CLIVE

GRIFFIN 'Head Above Water (Full
Length Version}' (Mercury STEP
412), extremely classy huskily tremulous
attractive 107-0bpnt swaying blue eyed
soul jogger in Michael McDonald/Holl &
Oates/George Benson-ish style, o bit
amorphous as a song maybe but strong on
a tmosphere (slightly tighter 106'1/3-0bpm
Eric Calv i remixed flip); PRINCE

' Batdance (LP Version}' (War ner
Bros W2924T) o self-penned wild and
wacky theme from the new 'Batman' movie,
only the chant harking bock lo Neal Helli's

TV theme (there aren't many other ways al
rhythmically enunciating the two syllables of
"Botmon•t), this trickily strange but very
exciting dialogue sampling jerkily
interrupted 0-1351/,-0-135 1/,- 0-1351/,0-1351/3-0-110-0-135113-0bpm frantic
churner drops to o more consistently jolting
funky second half before jerking bock info o
lost finale, flipped by the uninterrupted
typically cranking rocky 135 113-0bpm '200
Boloons (Non -LP Track)' vocal odoplofion
al the underlying basic theme; SWEET

SENSATION with Romeo J.D .
' Sincerely Yours (Ex tended Club
Version Remix)' (Atco A9246T), old
fashioned Shannon-style electro, house and
lotin beats combining lightweight jaunty (O·
) 113¼ bpm archetypa l ' lotin hip hop'
jillerer by a plaintive trio o f disco bimbellcs
(plus some breothy guest mole rap), who
olreody have on Hispanic following in US
clubs but moy mean less here; SABRINA

'My Chico' (Videogram DCUP 1T, vio
Pinnacle), billed as •two big hils' (nudge
nudge, wink wink!), this slightly discordant
jangly jiffery 1 I 7bpm Eurobeat centerer is
doub le A - s id ed with t he more
stroightl orword lisping chanted tinkly
throbbing 122bpm 'Like A Yo Yo', neither
up to her post form; MATT BIANCO 'Say
It's Not Too Late' (WEA YZ388T),
Georgie Fame-ishly crooned typico l
pleosonfly lolloping 91 bpm Brazilian style
samba shuffler !with o lazy double tempo
swing), flipped by the subduedly similar
more sombre 0-84-0bpm 'More Than I
Con Bear (Remix)' a nd older lushly swaying
jazzier 95'1/3bpm 'Summer Song'; LIVING

IN A BOX 'Gatecrashing (Diesel

Mix)' (Chrysalis LIBX 6), growled and
cha nted moronically powerful stomping
I11-0bpm dense brassy thudder finally
o ut in this mix alter originally being
withdrawn in the woke of lhe Hillsborough
soccer match t ragedy (ii still seems
insensitive and isn't really that special
anyway, so why ore they persevering with
it?); THE NOLANS ' I'm In The Mood

For Dancin' 89' {A 1 Records 12A 1
312, via PRT), Barry Upton produced
inoffensive runblingly chunky trotting (0) 114 ½ bpm brand new thoug h not
particularly modern remake (rather !hon a
remix) of the Irish sisters' nine and a half
years o ld pop hit, line for those who
anticipate they might like such a thing;

FRANKIE JOHNSON ' Back In The
Groove' (Polydor FJX 2), amazingly
blatant Rick Solley soundolike I184/sbpm
cheerful ce nterer by the onehme disco
dancing chomp,on; JAMES LEE WILD

'Who's Got M y Number (The Groove
Corporation Mix)' (Pofydor JLWR2),
quavering ly whinneyed M ichael Jacksoninspired genlle bumpily sinuous 97bpm
swingbeot-ish blue eyed swayer, with any
potenliol jittery jiggles smoothly rounded off
into mushy wriggles; KON KAN 'Harry
Houdini' (Atlantic A8872T), ethereally
chanted soft synth plinked shuffling and
burbling pop-house style throbber using
some vaguely lomilior samples but nothing
like os incisive os their recent smash, in

118bpm UK House 12", jerkier 116¾ 0bpm /1-0iomi Mix, empty 1I83/sbpm
House Vocal and 'House Vax versions ion
promo, anyway); GLADYS KNIGHT

'Licence To Kill ( Extended Version )'

THE MODERN SOUL ANTHEM OF THE-YEAR
■

Taken from the album
"'IRRESISTIBLE

BRLP/ BRCA/BRCD 531

G) Frankie Knuckles & David Morales Remix on 7" 12" & CD 12/BRW 133 9
"CELESTIAL"

3 8 R Iv\

OMAR, currently impressing all who hear his Al
Jarreau-~hly multi-tracked 'I Don't Mind The Wailing·,
is a 20-Jw-old muchschooled and ru!IJ' trained mulliinstrumenlalist/ vocalist fromCanterbury , , . and turns
out to be lhe big brother of UK mixing ihampionships
runner-up, theScratch Professor!
►

(MCA Records MCAY 1339), Norodo
M ichael Wo lden produced/copenned but
typically o nd instantly Bond-style 0-78/390bpm lurchi ng slow sou lfu lly sung
overwrought dromotic theme song from the
new Jomes Bond movie; KRAZY HOUSE

'Krazy House' (Supreme Records
SUPET 145), Barry Upton produced, Peter
Sloghuis mixed, repetilively chanted cornily
d oted volume p umping 120¼ -0bpm
pap-house centerer; XY&Z 'Satisfy My
Love' (Debut DEBTX 3072), Yazz-ish
girl wo iled title repeating bright but boring
123¾ bpm Hi-NRG house bounder;

CONNEXION featuring SHEILA
'Run' (Debut/Scratch DEBTX 3071,
via PRY), piano ja ng led o nd nasal girl
wailed jittery tumbling 120¾ -0bpm H,NRG house centerer, not another 'Wait';

PETULA CLARK 'I Couldn't Live

Without Your Love' (Peter Slaghuis
Remix)' (legacy LGYY 100, via PRY),

compulsive groove (0- 105bpm Radio Edit and

o painfully ung ainly a nd unnecessa ry
shotgun marriage between clodhopping ly
lurching 122-123¼-123½bpm beats
and her 1966 hil, farced together ta fallowup the a ltogether happier ' Downtown'
remix.

Lee).

e

HOT VINYL

RAVENMALZE
'Forever Together'
(US Quark QKO 17)

Initially hard to find but highly charted by t hose
few who had it, and now selling so fast i t'll
shoot into The Club Chart. this brec,y New
Jersey ho use bounder has bursts of repetitive
simple vocal and catchily archetypal Latin
keyboards in the A-side's 123'/sbpm Forever
United Mix ~nd 0- 1223/sbpm Give Me Some
Dub Mix. flipped by the different bassily striding
percussive st..-aight ho use 1231/sbpm Freedom
Mix and 0- 1123/s-0bpm Dubbin' Together Mix.

PUBUCENEMY
'Fight The Power (Extended
Venion)'
(Motown

ZT◄2878)

Out now and destined to be immediately massive (particula rly as only seven inch copies were
promoed ahead of release !). t his 'Feel The
Noise-style powerful 0-105 \/,bpm funky jig•
gler has shar ply cogent lyrics (some bleeped.
unlike on the parent "Do The Right Thing'
soundtrack album) and builds a terr ific JS-type

Seven, Twelve Inch

conversationally rapped Flavor Flav Meets Spike

MANIC MC'S
'Mental'
(RCA MENTAL I)

Sounding like a demented Her b Alpert blowing
his mind over Donna Summer's 'I Feel Love'
bassline, this appropriate ly manic trumpet tootled and samples spiked chatter,ngly chugging
0- 1 18'1, - I 19-1 183/s bpm incr edibly· exciting de:
nse instrumental (co-created by veteran club
jock Colin Hudd) has been teasingly previewed
on radio for some weeks by a select few and is
now primed to explode once it 's fully available
(slightly starker alternative shorter B-.sidc on
white label). Not o nly mental, monume ntal!

NICOLE
'Rock The House'
(US Oceana 0-96S62)
Clivilles & Cole remixed simple juddery roto•

toms driven looping leaper with a remarkable
quaveringly wailed and stuttered vocal giving it
immense power, in its 120-0bpm C lub Mix,
I 20bpm more starkly smacking House D ub
and percussive Acappella Mix, o r totally different brassy lurching soulful I I 4bpm Rad io 'Edit.

MIKKI BLEU
'I Promise'
(US EMI El -9 I I7 1)

Club Nouvcau's soaringly soulful light voiced
recent lead singer (and rockily yowling guitarist) solos on a self-penned/produced and largely
played album that's rightly w inning instant
praise, the consistent side one showing him off
best with the infectiously rolling swing beat 0-

98bpm 'I Promise', sweetly worried steadily
•=ring 88½bpm 'Something Real". lushly jog•
ging 1001/, bpm 'Every Little Thing". mellow
gently lurching 991/,bpm "L0<:k·N·Key', Stevie
W onder-penned pleasant 93-93 111.bpm 'Knock
Me O ff My Feet·. flipped by the sinuo usly tugging 79 111.bpm 'Can He Rock You Like This',
breathily weaving 87bpm "Nothin· But The
Best". dreamily drift ing 58 111.bpm "Until'. dull
jerkily jolting 106bpm 'Move Your Feet (Let's
Dance)'. dreary Princ\,:.Sh 1001h bpm "Stand".

CARLY SIMON
'Why (Extended Venion)'
(WEA U750 IT)

Rave revival by London ·s Balearic-type jocks has
resulted in the reissue of this Be rnard Edwards
& Nile Rodgers created attr actively " la de dah
de dah "•ed choppily lurching la,y r eggae-ish
93bpm jogging swayer from 1982 (when it
reached number IO nationally), with its in fact
C hic credited t ig hte r instrumental.

MILES AHEAD
'I Feel Like Love 2 Nita (Club

Mix)'

(Running Note MA 005)

Richard 'RAH Band" Hewson created (on his
own label). Debbie Sharp warbled and wailed
excellent juddering jiggly swingbeat-ish ( 0)108bpm swaggering strider with m uted trumpet, slipper y vocoder and all sorts of other
inter esting deta ils whipping up incredible excite ment as it wriggles along fwithout any natl
'phonecalls from the moon' ), flipped chough by
a more identifiably typical (0-) I 05'!.bpm Radio
Edit ve rsion and ditto smoot hly cantering
house-ish (0-) I 183/sbpm "The Rhythm O f l ove
{Club Mix)', hopefully no, too hard to find.

& CD Single. 13-l·iiii,Hf&
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TWLW
( I CAN'T GET NO) SATISFACTION Rolling Stones
I GOT YOU BABE Sonny & Cher

MAKE IT EASY ON· YOURSELF Walker Brothers
A WALK IN THE
OREST Hor-st Jan.kow$kl

9
7
8

~f~go }

II

~ya l,/esl ·&

ALL I REALLY WANT TO DO Cher
LAUGH AT ME Soony
10
LOOK THROUGH ANY WINDOW tho Hollies
II
WHAT'S NEW PUSSYCAT Tom Jone,
12 II
THAT'S THE WA"( the Honeycomb$
13 18
1•
UNCHAINED MELODY Righteous 8rothc,,s t
, , •. , r•'
14 21
EVERYONE'S GONE TO THE MOON Johnathan King••• 1• •, '
15
TEARS
Ken
Dodd
,1,,:
.,.,
37
16
1· •' l h ,
DON'T MAKE MY 1BABY BLUE the ShadOw( •· ·11 •
17
15
SEE MY FRIEND the Kinks
18
10
YOU'VE GOT
TROU~LES the Foq _1.;1~es ·::' loll \ I ~· ! I d
14
19
WE'VE GOTTA GET OUT OF T HIS PLACE the Animals
20 12
21
30 JUST A LITTLE BIT BETTER Herman's Hermits
THE TIME IN BETWEEN Cliff Rkhard
22 23
23 28
IL SILENZIO Nini Rosso
24 17
CATCH US IF YOU ~
2~·
r• IN t HOUGHTS 0
Z
' ~ UMMER NIGHTS
!iii _!3 1..,~ /l~S1!"1'ran
28 ~
E,!j,1'UT
~
•2?,; 50 ..Ji4N'S15N SLOOPY
JO 27
TOO MANY RIVERS
J I 22
MR T,u,t!IOURINI;
32 44
CALIFORNIA GIRLS
ll 42
34 26
35 38
36 48
WOOLY BULLY So1m The Sham And Pharaohs
37 29
WITH THESE HANDS Tom Jones
38 25
EVE OF DESTRUCTION 8arry McGuire
39
I
WANT CANDY Brian Poole And Tile Trcme:loes
40 35
41
HE'S GOT NO LOVE the Seacchecs
33
(SAY) YOU'RE MY GIRL Roy Orbison
42 34
TRY TO UNDERSTAND Lulu
"3 49
YOU'RE HY GIRL Rockin· Berries
44 40
'45 43 , IT'S THE SAME OLD SONG Foor Tops
HEART FULL OF SOUL the Yardbirds
46 36
THIS WORLD IS NOT MY HOME Jim Reem
47 39
48 47
DR FINLAY Andy Stewart
RIDE AWAY Roy Orbison
49
LIKE WE USED TO BE Georgie Fame
50 41
13
19
32

Decca

Atlantic
Philips
-,.;- Mercury

Liberty
Atlantic
Parlophone

vouR

• ROLLING STONES: "of course Bill looks bored, he's still waiting for Mandy to be
born"

-•
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Decca
Piccadilly
Motown
Columbia
RCA
HMV
London

Columbia

I DON'T MIND THE WAITING Omar
Kongo 121n
HEAVEN (CELESTIAL CLUB HIX) MilesJaye
Fou,-th& Broadway 12in
76
THE PHANTOM (IT'S IN THERE) Renegilde Sooodwavc
Mute France 121n
HEYi HEYi CAN YOU RELATE? (MIXES)Mink featuring 2wice The Trouble
FON llin promo
S◄
◄8
55 88
WHY (EXTENDED VERSIONIINSTRUMENTAL)Carly S;mon/Chic
WEA 12/n
TWLW
S6 13
HELYOM HAUB(ACIDACIDACID/ACIDMIX)Cappella
Music Man 12in
BACKTOUFE(CLUB MIX/JAM ONTHEGROOVE) So.lllSoul
IORecords 12in
S7 38
WRATH OF KANE/RAPSUMMARY/ RAW(REMIX)BigDaddyKane
ColinChillln' 12in
LET IT ROU. Rue presents: Doug Lazy
US AtlantidGrove St. I 2in/Champion pr-omo/bootlegs
TAKE SOME TIME OUT (REMIXES) Arnold Jarvis
RePublic Records 12in
58 58
TEARS(MIXES) Frankie KnucklcsprcsemsSatoshi Tomiie featuring Robert Owens
ffrr llin
S9 36
ALWAYS THERE(MIXES) CharVool
Syncopate I lin
IT IS TIME TO GET FUNKY/TRANCE DANCE ( 12" JERSEY H IX/DUB TAKE ii 2) D Mob
60
I PROMISE/SOMETHING REAL/EVERY LITTLE THING/LOCK-N-KEY M;kki Bleu US EMI LP
luturing LRS/Gary H,;,man
ffrr 121n
61 73
WATCH THE GANGSTRE,SS BOOGIE/GO FOR WHAT YOU KNOW/SHAKE, RATTLE &
JUST KEEP ROCKIN' (SK'OUSE/ HIP HOUSE) Double Trouble :& The Rebel MC
Desire 121n
ROLL/THE GIRL ISOFF ON HER OWN/WHO'S THE BOSS! Antoinette
US Next Plateau LP
l'M EVERY WOMAN (DANCIN' DANNY D REMIX)Chaka KhVl
Warne r Bro, 12in
62
FIGHT THE POWER(0- 1~) Public Enemy/MY FANTASY (0-11 31/J) Teddy Riley fmuringGuy/
EVERY LITTLE STEP (EXTENDED/UPTOWN MIXES)Bobby Brown
MCA Recorch 12in
PARTY HEARTY (97) EU/FEEL SO GOOD (0-9S/◄7 1n-O)/PROVE TO ME (0- 107½-0) Perri/
11
GRANDPA'S PARTY (1 2" MUSIC/BEAT MIXES) Monk! Love
Cooltempo 12in
HARD TC>SAY (9S/◄7½-0) lo,i Perry &Gerald Alston/DON'T SHOOT ME (0-74--0) Take 6/CAN'T
15
LOOKING FORALOVE(CLUB MIX))oyceSims
ffrr llin
STAND IT (70¼-70½)Steel Pulse/NEVER EXPLAIN LOVE (68-0) Al Jarreau/WHY OON'TWE
10
8
WE GOT OUR OWN THANG (CLUB VERSION)Heavy D& The Boyz US Uptown Record, 12in
TRY (0-261S2-SlV, -O) KeithJohn/TUY YO (0-53½-55-55¼) Ruben Blade, ('Do T he Right Thing')
11
10
WORK IT TO THE BONE(THE CLUBHOUSE MIX/UKREMIXES) LNR
Kool Kat 12in
US Motown LP
12 22
HEARTBREAKER(t CAN'TUNDERSTAND)/SALSA PARTY (MIXES) Mysti'1"" f•atu<ing KKI
63 100• THE REAL LIFE (HOUSE MIX VOCAL) Corporation 0/0newith Mystique
US Smokin' 12in
Valdez/Tina Gomez
R•Public Record, 12in
6'I
IN MOTION (VOCAL MIX/BEATS/BREAKDOWN)( 1lffi)/(A DEFINITION OF A TRACK)
13 29
GET LOOSE (MIXES) LA. Mix featuringJuzi P
Brea.kout llin pre.r-eleue
(0.1 I'W5.• I201/s)/(A DEFl~ITION Of A RAP){I I9¾ -1 19'4!5) Precious MCA Records llin pre-release
DO IT TO THE CROWD Twin Hype
US Profile I 21n/UK promo
6S 4S
IF l'M NOT YOUR LOVE'R (REHIXES)).J B Sure! featuring Slick Rick t \Yamer Bros/Uptown 12in
I◄
32
AIN'T NOBODY (FRANKIE KNUCKLES REMIX)/1 FEEL FOR YOU (PAUL SIMPSON
66 71
KEEP ON TRYING(NIXES) Ki<king Back
Submission 12in pro-release
IS 21
REMIXES)/l'M EVERY WOMAN (DANCIN' DANNY D REMIX)ITHIS IS MY NIGHT
67 37
FUNKY COLD MEDINA/ON FIRE Tone LOc
Deliclou, Vinyl/Fourth & Broadway 121n
(MARLEY MARL REMIX)/CLOUDS (CLIVILLES & COLE REHIX)Chaka Khan Wamer Bro, LP
68 51
ONE BETTER WORLD(BLAZE'SGARAGE/CLUB NIX ES) ABC
Nwtron 121n
16 J.4
WOMENBEATTHEIRMEN(NIXES) VoodooDoll
Champion 121n
69 27
VOODOORAY(ORIGINALJRICKYROUGEREMIXES)AGuyCalledGera\d
Rhaml 121n
17 17 JOY AND PAIN (,!1£f11XES) Donna Allen
BCM Record, llin
70 S◄
ALLOVER THE WORLD C~uckJa&sjin
'
Nightmare llin
2
THEYWA~ Ol\!EY(~~NDEDREMIXlfoo~ oeD..
US Jiv ~ in/UI\Prorrw ' / r i7.1 90
SOHE89DY INTHEHOUSE SAY YEA !( IXES)2 1nAf\oom
USCuttingRecords 12in
•fl«;HT¥
P0"1£Jlo;.f(1'15~ED VERSK>N)Pui>lic
I)'
-~ o
UVJN•JN THE
~
100 116)/(NSTRUMENTAL (99½-0) Down By Law
M,'SYOlm,TIME(W o ~AL) Art~
er
[c.
•s<lf!
~
l,u21n
•
CityBeatl2inwhite label
21
28
DO YOU LOVE WHAT YOU FEEL/PARADISE/SECRETS Of THE MIND Inner City
73 ROCK THE HOUSE(CLUB !11X) Nicole
US Oce ana 12in
IORecord, LP
7◄
HEY BOY(HOUSEMIX)(l/ 8~(\(BREAK~WN MIX)(I 18)/(G, MANMIX)(O-I IB)Tammy l ocas
22 12
T AT;5HOWl'MUVING(MIX
CHIEFTon, ott
ij'l"tI7Pi°?J'2i'! CJRCI r
I$
,RerublicRecordsl2inlimltededitionprmo
1 . I
~ 3 I~
DANCE(HIP
Tee
Pl-ot11t11ln
ZS:
l ~J tlcillE REMIX)(ll7-117'1'5)! iii'bw NVERSION) (t!,15-0)SheenaEutoo
..,
24 20
;
\
Urban 12in
!"tMCARea>rc!f llln/UKp,e-...llOUNCE (108-IOS'll
'ALL(0- 10,2.½
~
~ "4[(109)/
,
76
INNACITY MAMA(0-93)/SOHERE ICOME (I I0½)/.9YJ'Rl!R1:t5
Q
LOCOMOlCIVE 106-0)/
I M - - - - -'(.OU AIN'T HEARD
OR LOVE ~
)/BIG TY~E(IOS'l'l)/
'"
HEART•(IO l½)/THE NEXT GENERATION (0-116'1s)/ KIS:s£50N
WINQ(0-118y
1
EZDUZ IT,DO IT~
-105 /\)/GYRLZ, THEY LOVE N E (9◄)1
'
LOVE GHETTO (0-98½)/PHONEY LADIESj92)1Bµ FFALOST ce,(&: 1ov,i,)1'1_ANCH LD l
WEGOTOURO
T
NG
- 11 3½)/A BETTERLAND (0-39
., '' ' ' (841/,)NenehCherry
./
CikaRecords
1
HF')'D&The
SUJ!town Records LP ' ., 77 ·.::_ • " BAMBOL.i;o'(ARTHUR BAKER CLUB MIX/1:ATIN MIX) G,p,y i:r.;B'
A I Records"flin
18
" UllllXES)
'
'11~ ~,o..iJ..i~78 6 1
EVERYLITTLETIME(HIPHOP/ DETROIT) Kim
Aristal2inpromotwinpack
2S
:::--••·"=-'=
OFNY
Gee'~ ,Rewrilirip 121n
79
AlN 'T,NOTHIN TO IT (DANCE VERSION) K-9 Posse
Ari,ta 12in
70
lQrig
'
Profile 121n
80
PUTYOURTRUSTINTHEMUSIC(USAO'"AHS' GARAGEREMAKE) Burrell IORecorch rnn
6 2 ~.i ito.Y.EXQY
Bas...,_. 121n
81 ~
CONEON&GETSOME(SUPERFLYNIX)Coolde ew
ffrr 12in
lO ~ • } HIIlON 8F
82 35
LET'S GO (US HIXES) Fast Eddie
D lriternational Recorch 12in
,c
USBl11eat llin
83 95
rt;ITHtNZE(GAIL!SKY''~G"lflPHO USEREHI ~ )Too'Nice
' ,
US Arista 12in
31
19
fflLLWAITING'i
~
rofile llin
81,- 7S
HUNANIT-'f'.(CWBjjlX)The idduOrchesua
""11
T rax 12in
32 31
INEEDAJIHYTH
L
USVondetta-LP
99
BACK5TAB8ERS(STABl)P~'¥7:onc
/
TamTam 12in
3l 96
BLAHEITONTHEBASSIJNfiNormonCookfeawringMCWoldslti
Go-llln-100~ DON'TFIGHTTHEMUSIC(Ht'XES)Maureen
;n.eOance YarclRecordingCorporatl~ 12in
3'I -44, ITGETSNOROUGHER/l'HTHAT;J'YP~OFGUYUCbOIJ
o.fJlnl 12in
66
HANCHILD(THEOLDSCHOOLMJ!C)NenehCherry
-f
Circa Records 12in
35 98
LET'SWOIIK(CWII VERSION 1)11 CAN'T TAKE IT(CHl!P'S
~
64 SHELTER/(WICKYWACKY HIX)Orcuit featurinJ: K ,
Collisif" 12 1n
DSITTER(!)-121 '1!)/GUNS~
A EIKIOGl~N (O-\A9lf09tl~ GIVEUPONAD8EAM
1
1
36 33 (l'VEGOTYOUR)~
- (HtXESjSirnon'-·
- - - - - - - - . . . ; ; ; = . .(0:120 11-120~ /_CONCRIETEJUNGLE (.0 -91 nTNANESS~~t"i\16'(oA9'1s)/SO WHERE ARE
-iif"""-...:a•lliiio~YOU(l l6-I 1~-119¾)/Tl;tE'Rr,'ffiFE(0-129,~
E·~ · ER.(J-24\,'s)CorporationO/One
37 «> KEEPONHOVIN'/jAZZIE'SGROO
~ VE/Al'IUCANDANC-SS
,
_ <'"".
~
USSmokin'LP
HOLDIN' ON(BAHBELEL.A)sJii
l'HIIL.OWIN'UP/ALLNIGHT.&.0 G/l'H'HITT,!rG HA D Kool Moe Dee
USJive LP
GIJITARRA(UKRENIXES)!2:;j eaturingJ. 8on!!),:Rhyme'n'ReasonRetords 121npre-rolease
38 42 HOVIN', DOIN'IT(YEAH)ICAitt STOPTHEAIRPLAY/UNCU!
The~Guv'nors
. KEEP.ONNOVIN'(TEDDYRll.EY'SRUBBADUB/BONUSBEATS)sJ:III So.l US Virgin 12in
REITCOHES)(STEVEHURLEY'S
SEARg;IIN~HARD(KRAZEEMIX)(l21~ j/(MIKEDUNN'SA.C.MIX) ( l21 11s)I
39 43 UH-UHOOt-M)OHLOOKOUT
HIX/AltTHURIIAKER'SDANCENIX)RoberuFlack
(HUI.A1s DANCE) (l 26\,'s)/(ACIDMIX)( 121-0)l(VOC~L.$HIX) (l21)DaPo,sefeaturingM,rtell
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ORIVERTOGETHER(NIXES)llaven Maae
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US Dance Mania 12in
US Virgin 121n
Breakout 12in
DENY'T-HE BASS (l!IIXES) (0-123- 1223/s) True Faith with Final Cut
REFLECTIONS(STYLE I &l/R& RINSTRUMENTAL) Do.-othy
Cooltempo
RCA 12inpre-relea,e
STOMP (MOVE,JUMP ,JACK YOUR BODY) K-Y-ZE/TIMES ARE CHANGIN' '(.. ,
BE'!JIERE(REMIXES)Joe Smooth featuring (M;kkhicl)
US DJ International Records 12in
1
(EXTENDED MIX) Fred Fowler
.,~l~°!:'J>OJ '
ON YOUR OWN (IO I1/6)/WE'RE BACK( I 09 /s) BobbyBrown/SUPERNATURAL(IO◄) New Edition
LErS PLAY HOUSE(NIXES) Kme
MCA Records 12in/US BigBeat-1 •- - - -.....1/G
~ HOSTBUSTERS(O-l 28y')-0) Run-DMC/SPIRIT (0- 106) Doug EFresh& The Get Fresh Crew
MY LOVE IS SO RAW (CLUB MIX)Alyson Wilhams featuring N ikki-0
DefJam I 2in
('Ghostbusters llj
US HCA R~o,.ds LP
STRINGSOFLIFE(NIXES) Rhythiml,Rhythim
JackTrax 12in
99 re
VOODOORAY(FRANKIE KNUCKLESREMIXES)A GuyCalledGerald
US Warlock Record,
GET BACK TO LOVE(BLACKSMITH/BLAZE MIXES) Blatksmith
ffrr 121n p re-rolease
100 94
GOD ONLY KNOWS/SURVIVE(STATEOF MIND)Sme O/Mind
BigU/e 12in
u me - love (U:..~ R E N I X ) T h e f u n k y W
GET HIP TO T HIS! (HOMEBOYS REVENGE/DJ-DEt.lGH'.1'.)

kEADY ◄ LOVE(HIXES) Ruettefeaturing Lamya

DOTH

US Da SHEET ~ord.s llin/Champion promo

IN THE POCKET(HIP HOUSE/HIP HOP MIXES) The Dynamic Duo

GHT.IHING HIXES)KingP.in ~

ad &The FBI

GASINE'RE TOGETHER(GO ~VEREND MIX) Al Green

US Nugroove I 2in

The Club Chart is compiled from black music orie ntated venues by James Hamilton and Alan
Jones.

AS LONG AS WE1E TOGETHER
THE AL BSURE! MIXES
7" & 12" SINGLE
12"INCLUDES THE 'GO REVERAND MIX'...

* ON THE STREET NOW *

~RECORDS breakout
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COVER OF LOVE Michael Damian
ANGEL EYES the Jeff Healey Band
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DANCING IN HEAVEN Q -feel
- ,--.,TROUBLE ME, 1~000 Maniacs
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PATIENCE Guns N' Roses
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l'LL BE LOVING YOU (FOREVER) Now Kids On The Block
WIND BENEATH MY WINGS Bette M1dler
EVERY LITTLE STEP Bobby Brown
SATISFIED Richard Marx
BUFFALO STANCE Ncneh Cherry
BABY DON'T FORGET HY NUMBER Milh Van1ll1
GOOD THING Fme Young CinnibaJs
CLOSE MY EYES FOREVER Lita FOl'"d with Ou.y Osbourne
THIS TIME I KNOW IT'S FOR REAL Donna Summer
CRY Waterfront
ROCK ON Michael Damian
MISS YOU LIKE CRAZY Natalie Cole
I DROVE ALL NIGHT Cynd, uuper

62
59
41
JO

so
47
79

POP SINGER John Cougar M-clleM:amp
WHERE ARE YOU NOW? Jimmy Harnen with Sync
IF YOU DON'T KNOW ME BY NOW S,mply Red
I WON°T BACK DOWN Tom Petty
SOLDIER OF LOVE Donny Osmond
FOREVER YOUR GIRL Paula Abdul
COMING HOME Cinderella
WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW Expose
VERONICA Elvis. Cost ello
EXPRESS YOURSELF MadOflna
THE DOCTOR the Doob1e B,othe~
TOY SOLDIERS Mart1ka
INTO THE NIGHT Benny Mardones
CUODL Y TOY (FEEL FOR ME) Roachfo,d
ROOMS ON FIRE Stevie Nicks
CRAZY ABOUT HER Rod Stewact
BE WITH YOU the Bangles
REAL LOVE Jody W atley
EVERLASTING LOVE Howard Jones
WHO DO YOU GIVE YOUR LOV E TO Mochael Morales
SO ALIVE Lo ve And Roc;kcu
MY BRAVE FACE Paul McCartney
LAY YOUR HANDS ON ME Son Jov,
SEND ME AN ANGEL '89 R•al Life
DOWN BOYS War!:!!'t
ONCE BITTEN TWICE"SHY Great W h,te
f LIKE lT O ioo
l'LL BE THERE FOR YOU Son Jo"
DRESSED FOR SUCCESS Roxotto
HEY BABY Henry Lee Sumnlel"
ON OUR OWN Bobby Brown
FASCINATION STREET tho Cure
AFTER ALL Cher/Pe ter Ceten
IN YOUR EYES Peter Gabriel
ME MYSELF AND I Do La Srul
I WANT IT ALL Q ueen
SECRET RENDEZVOUS K.,,n Wh,te
SECOND CHANCE Thirty Eight S~c1al
BATDANCE Prince
FIRE WOMAN.Jhe Cult
WE CAN LAST ~OREVER Ch~ago
LIKE A PRAYER Madonna
THROUGH THE STORM Aret"" f ranldm & Elton Jolin
THINKING OF YOU Sa.fire
IKO IKO the Belle Stars
HEADED FOR A HEARTBREAK W ,nge,

Polydor
Cypress
EMI
Epic
Geffen
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Hffc:ury
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64
65

69
76
94
73
65

66

67
70
76

75

77

85
91

79
82

IN HY EYES Stevie B
HOOKED ON YOU Sweet Stnsation
l'M THAT TYPE OF GUY LL Cool J
PRAYING TO A NEW GOD Wang Chung
MOONLIGHT ON WATER (ev;n Rale,gh
NO MORE RHYME Debbie Gibson
JOY AND PAIN Rob Base & D.J. E-Z Rock
SACRED EMOTION Donny Osmond
F RIENDS Jody Watley
NOTH IN (THAT COMPARES 2 U ) the Jackson,
CALLING IT LOVE Ammo(10,

LOVE TRAIN Holly Johnson
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WTG
Elekt ra
MCA

Wing
RCA
C apitol
Mercury
Curb
Columbia:
C"!'itof
◄th & "'Broadway
Mercury
EMI
CBS Association
MCA
Ele ktra
Geffen
WTG
Tommy Boy
Capit ol
Warner Brothers
A&M
Wamer Brothers
Sire
Re prise
Sire
Arista
Cutting
Capitol
Atlantic
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14
16
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34
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32
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40
37
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46

43
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-15
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LIKE A PRAYER Mad~
J
DON'T BcCRUEL llob~Y 8ro'kn,1,_
FOREVER YOUR GIRL Paula Abdul
FULL MOON FEVER Tom Petty
BIG DADDY John Cougar Mellencamp
G N' R LIES GuRs N' Roses
~ fGIN' ;l;OUGH,f'll w Ki<&'O o'T i,e Block
A SONIC TEHPL£',~ O.lt .,
V
GIRL JYOU KNOW IT'S TRUE Milli Vinilli
OISINTEGRATION the Cure
REPEAT OFFENDER Richard Marx '.)
~ 9S:·EDjlFTER DA!!K,Tone, Loc
\_.
TV(IC~ SHY Grea Wh;tEi
~
NEW JERSEY Bon Jovl
VIVID Living Colour
ELECTRIC YOUTH Debbie Gibson
•
APPETITE-F.OR-DESTRUC"j;IO,!:!_.Guns N< Rqse,-

49
43
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Oaf Jam

Geffen
Atlantic
Atlantic
Pro file
Capitol
MCA
Epic
Polydor
Uni

l

~""'Y..·

(\

LARGER t__AAN LIFE J_9dy
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIRROR Stevie Nick~
NICK OF TIME Bonnie R,;tt
BLIND MAN'S ZOO I 0.000 Man;,,:s
J FEET HIGH AND RISING Do u Soul
SKID ROW Skid Row
CYCLES the Doob1e Brothers
GUY' Guy
J.T RAVELl~~WiLBURYS VOLU E[ONE T(iv•llnt
lfl.tTA Liu f o·rd
•
"""""
",I
DIRTY ROTTEN FILTHY STINK Warrant
THE GREAT ADVENTURES OF SLICK Slick Ric~
MELISSA ETHERIDGE Melissa Et heridge
OUT OF ORDER Rod Stewart
LOVE.AND ROCKETS Love
Rockets
1
11N MACfitlf~t-t in ~chme- •
JI° NEW' Fi:AME Sj/nply Rod
'"
WINGER W inger
LET'S GET IT STARTED MC Hammer
HYSTERIA Def leppard
STRAIGHT OUTTA COMPTON NWA
LIFE IS ... TOO SHORT Too Short
MYSTERY GIRL Roy Orbison
A NIGHT TO REMEMBER Cyndi Lauper
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LL ljetalllca

IRS
Atlantic.
Sire
MCA
Virgin
MCA
Mercury
G e ffen
Columbia
Sire
Arista.
Elektra
EMI
D elic.ious
Capitol
Mercury
Epic
Atlantic
G effen
MCA
Modern
Capitol
Elektra
Tommy Bo y
Atlantic
Capitol

slir

Uptown
Wilbur")'
RCA
Columbia
Def Jam
Island
Warner Brothers
RCA
fMI

bo

Elektra
Atlantic
Capitol
Mercury
Ruthlest. ~
Jive
Virgin
Epic

, Elektra
Mer cury
S~OOTING ROBBERBANDS AT THE STARS &tic Bnc.k!n And Tlw: N ew Bohemians
Geffen
SPIKE Elvis Costello
Warner Brothers
Columbia
EVERYTHfNG the B.ang les
Profile
IT TAKES TWO Rob Base & D.J. E-Z Rock
Ruthless
EAZY-DUZ-IT Eazy-E

✓
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Coow/led by__B;j!b0;1rd
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}4~U LOl'iG COil> \\'f!)ITER Cinderella
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Jive
Ele ktra
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110

Atlantic

Cypress
Arista

ALBUMS

THE RAW & THE COOKED Fine Young Cannibals
BEACHES Soundtrack

Aris ta
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...Capitol
Vir'gin
Mercury
Arista
Warner Bro the rs
Sire
C~pitol
Columbia
Polydo r
Epic
Modet"n
Wamer Bros
Columbia
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' OUR LO-V.E TOt AY The,9 'JlY• "".}
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LITTLE JACKIE WANTS TO BE A STAR Lisa Usa & Cult Jam
I
ME MYSELF AND I De L, Soul
10
FOR YOU TO LOVE Luther Vandros.s
FOR THE LOVE OF YOU Tony! Toni! Tooc!
IJ
SHOW & TELL Peabo S.-yson
8
LOST WITHOUT YOU BeB< & CeCc W inans
IS
LEAD ME INTO LOVE Aniu Baker
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t, l ;;,,

EMI
Mot6~
Columbia
Tommy Boy
Epic
Wing
Capitol
Capitol
Elektra
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• MILLI VANILLI: "they were big fans of Haysi Fantayzee"
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26
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33

II
16
20
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12
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6
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EVERY LITTLE TIME Kiara
WORKIN' OVERTIME Dion, Ro,,
KEEP ON MOVIN' Soul II Soul
OBJECTIVE Milc.s Jaye
I'll BE LOVING YOU (FOREVER) New IGds On The Block
MY ONE TEMPTATION Mica Pads
BABY DON'T FORGET HY NUMBER M,lti Van11lr
CHILDREN'S STORY Slick Rick
GOTTA GET THE MONEY LeVec<
MY FIRST LOVE Atlantic Sur'r

2◄

TURNED AWAY Chuc;:kii ~ke.-

22

DARLIN' I Vanessa W 1lhams

2S

SHOWER ME WITH YOUR_ LOVE Surlace
NOTHIN' (THAT 'COMPARES 2 U ) the J,ck,,on,

27
9
28
32
36
30

IT'S REAL James Ingram
THEY WANT MONEY Kool Moc Dec
SECRET RENDEZVOUS Ka,yn White
CRAZY (FOR ME) hedd,e J~ckson
FRIENDS Jody w,t1cy
MIDNIGH\ SPECIAL the Sy,iem
CONGRATULATIONS Vcsu
ISECONDTHATEMOTION I0D.B.
STICKS AND STONES Grady H,nell
A LITTLE ROMANCE tile Boys
l'MTHATTYPEOFGUY LLCoolJ
ON A MISSION Leoti,

◄0
I◄
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35
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Motown

Virgin
Island
Columbia
l.sland

Arista
Def Jam
Atlantic

Warner Brothers
Atlantic
Wing
Columbia

MISS YOU LIKE CRAZY Natalie Cole

'.39
35

29

Arista

lS

reli

's long

Epic
EMI
Warner Brothers
Jive

Warner Brothers
Capitol
MCA
Atlantic
A&M
Crush
RCA

Motown
Oe (Jam
Mercur y
M egaj~m
Atlantic
MCA
A&M

A WOMAN'S TOUCH Chmtopher McDonald
THE MAN WE ALL KNOW AND LOVE Kwamc
SOMETHING IN THE WAY . . . Stephal'lle Mills
AS LONG AS WE'RE TOGETHER AIG,ccn

38
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40
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Yes, you could be one of the lucky rm
readers to benefit from our special summer
pound-shedding offer. •
• .,
All you have to do is send off for a year's
subscription to the greatest music paper in this
mad, bad world of ours - and then watch
those pounds fly off as you save, for this
month only, on incredible £ 10 off the normal
price of Record Mirror. Yup, for a mere
£35, you can hove all the latest music news,
record, film and video reviews, gossip from
the Pop Detective's grubby files, latest DJ info
and last, but by no means least, as many
charts and trivia as your broin con stand
without turning to pink, squidgy bloncmange,
including the official Gallup 'Top Of The
Pops' singles and albums chart.
So why bother fighting your way through
the stocks of unsold Sunday Sports at your
local newsagent when you con have
Record Mirror delivered to your door
every week? Just fill in the form and send it
off today. You don' t even have to pay for
postage.

\

D I wish to subscribe to Record
Mirror for one year @ £35
D I enclose my cheque/postal order
made payable to PUNCH
PUBLICATIONS
I wish to pay by Access/
Barclaycard. My account number is
( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )
Expiry date of card ...•...•.....•...•..••..•....
Signature..•.••..••.......... .........•...........•...

Compiled by 811lboard

Date .••..••.....•...••....••...••........•....... .......•
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12
15
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II
19
10

I5
16
17

18

18

14

19
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Name ........................................... .. ......
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INVISIBLE TOUCH TOUR Genes,,
LIVE Frank Sinatra & Friends
RATTLE AND HUM U2
KYLIE - THE VIDEOS Kyhe M,nogue
IN SEARCH OF EXCELLENCE INXS
VIDEO ANTHOLOGY Bruce Springnecn
2 OF ONE Metallic.a
HOMECOMING CONCERT Gloria Esu~fan
INNOOENT·s &asuce
GUARANTEED LIVE '88 Chff Rlch>,d
THE GET EVEN TOUR Brother Beyond
VIDEO HITS Rlck Astley
FAIT ACCOMPLI Lc,cl ◄2
HITS 10 VIDEO SELECTION Va,iou,
MAKING THRILL ER Moch,cl Jacl\lon
PRIVAT E COLLECTION Cliff Ricl\>,d
EVERGREEN All About E,c
HARD 'N ' HEAVY, VO LUME I ISSUE I V>roO<Js
ACADEMY New Order
THE LEGEND CONTINUES Michael Jatk$on

Virgin
V i deo Collection
CIC
PWL

.\,th
f

te_

PMV/Channel S
CMV
PMV/Channel S
CMV
Virgin
PMI
PMI
BMG
PMV/ Channel S
CMV
Vestron
PMI
PMV/ Cha nnel S
PMI
Palat:e

Address •..•...••.••...•..••..••.......................
Postcode .....•.•.. ;. .....: ....
Send to: Punch Subscription Services
FREEPOST
8 Grove Ash
Bletchley
' Milton Keynes
Bucks ML 1 182

Video Co llection

Compiled by Gi1llup

R /V\ 4 3

CLASSIFIED&
Personal
PENFRIENDS

USA

Make lasting
friendships through correspondence. Send age
and interests for free reply, Harmony, Box
8229SRM, Pheonix, Arizona 85071.
RADIO AND TV Work. We'll help you gee
that job you're looking for. SAE for free details.
Box No. 5073.
SEEKING PENFRIENDS! Contact Open

e

OI

Record Fairs

Wanted

MANCHESTER SATURDAY 17TH
JUNE. I0am-Spm Picadilly Plaza Exhibition

THE STYLE COUNCIL RM Adverts for:- A

FAIRS Sunday 18th June, Rainham Mark Social
Club, London Road. (A2) Rainham, Kent. 10am4pm. Stalls £ IO only. Enquiries 0 I -659 7065.
DONCASTER SATURDAY 17th June.

Paris Solid Bond - My Ever Changing Moods Groovin' - Shout To The Top - Walls Come
Tumbling Down - Come To Milton Keynes Wanted- Life At ATop Peoples Health Farm- A
Summer Quartet - Promised Land T-Shirts Speak Like A Child-Money Go Round - A Paris
- Cafe Bleu - Our Favourite Shop. Brian

World, The new N::1tion.1I 3nd International Pen-

Y.W .C .A. C leveland Str-@et. 10.302m~4pm.

Burrough,, 78 T ulse Hill. London SW2.

friend Organisatk>n. Send SAE for details to Open
World (Dept RM), PO Box 606, Bristol. BS99I SY.
BOY GEORGE Many Happy returns of the day
from Tracey, Leicester.

Trans-Pennine. 0532-892087.

LIVE REPORT Appearances on video (T.O.T.P.
Open Air. Wogan etc). Box No. 5072.

Records for Sale
A BARGAIN pot luck assortment (our
selenion) send £24 for I00 used LPs and 12"
singles. (Postage included). Music and Video Ex•
change. 28 Pembridge Road. London W 11 (0 I•
727-3538).
SOUL, HOUSE, Funk, Re~••· 7" singles list,
large SAE to ·Fulmar·, Rectory Hill, Pitney
Somerset, TA IO 9AR.

Hall, York Street. SO stands fully booked.

MEDWAY COLLECTORS RECORD

LIVERPOOL SUNDAY 18th June. Crest
Hotel. I0.30am-4pm. (80 stalls). Trans-Pennine
0532-892087.
CAMBRIDGE 17TH June, Kelsey Kerridge
Sports Hall. Record Revival. (0692) 630046.
EDINBURGH - SUNDAY June 18th Heriot Wact Students Union, Grindlay Street
(near Usher Hall). I Iam·Spm. S0p. ( I0am-£ I).
All usual goodies - 70 stalls. Enquiries SCS:
021-236·8648.
DUNDEE - SATURDAY June 17th Marryat Hall. City Square. I Iam-Spm S0p.
( I0am-£ I). Vinyl/CD's/Posters. SO stalls. Enquiries, SCS: 021 •236-8648.

For Sale

Choose from thousa
bargain priced titles
singles as well as m
on LP, cassette, CD'
12" singles and
picture discs. Bran
new, ~p-to-d~te

6 6 I

Mobile Discos
DAVE JANSEN - 01-690 7636

Jingles
NOISEGATE JINGLE LINE DIAL-A·
DEMO 63!>-2832. 24 hrs a day.

Musical Services
FREE SONGWRITING newsheet explains

Mixing Tuition
BASIC MIXING TECHNIQUES. Free
Factsheet 0706-841-4 ll

DOUBLE TROUBLE are teaching all Stan·
dards of mixing and transform scratching com•
bining their famous studio effects at Noisegate
Studio . 01-3$8 0801> (24 hours).

Records Wanted
BUY, SELL and exchange all your records,

cluding RM Smash Hits etc. SAE S I Cecil Road.
London SW 19.
MORRISSEY-LIMITED Edition quality concert poster. Also ERASURE. Only £2.99 each
inc p&p cheque. P. Order "lkonography", PO
Box 390. Sheffield, SI 3UE.
PHOTOGRAPHS - ' DEACON Blue, Erasure, B. Monkeys, Almond, Cookie Crew. Etc.
List/Sample SAE "lkonography", PO Box 390.
Sheffield, SI 3UE.
FREE MASSIVE Illustrated catalogue Tshim, posters etc. lndie, Punk, Metal, Smiths,
N. Order, Erasure, Transvision, Prince, Cure,
INXS. S. Minds. D. Blue. Pixies, REM. G.N.
Roses, Everyone. SAE 885 Chester Road,
E1·ding1.u11, 8 i1minghafo. B24 OBS.

tapes. CDs. videos and books - also ALL HiFi, musical instruments, computers and cameras.
Bring ANY quantity in ANY condition to
Music & Video Exchange. 38 Notting Hill Gate,
London WI I (open 7 days. 10am-8pm Tel: 01243 8573). Or send them by post with SAE for
cash.
TOP PRICES paid for all your unwanted records (33145) Tapes & CDs cash or credit.
Collection for quantities. Stanton Records, I02
High St. Brentwood. ESSEX (0277) 2 159 12.
IMMEDIATE CASH OFFER For your surplus LPs, cassettes, and singles - any age. any
quantity, any condition, NONE REFUSED.
Bring them to Sounds Familiar, 95 Wood
Street, Walthamstow, London, E17. or call 0 1S09.0239 for fan collection of large collections.

f~n:::~~
t;::rl!;~~t
~;;ri-!t ~r:~~~j~so!~~:
to
r

LOWEST PRICES - FREE DELIVERY.
TECHNIC SL I lOO's AVA:ILABLE.

MUSIC PAPERS/magazines 1955- 1988 in-

3 8 7

publishing, copyright. royalties. songwriting,
contracts, recording, contact addresses, getting
songs heard, SAE Society International Songwri•
ters, Composers 12 Trewarcha Road (RM).
Penzance TR20 9ST. Telephone (0736) 762826.

Disco Equipment
For Sale
CITRONIC HAWAII + Stand + ice 300W
amplifier bargain £525. Te l. 01 -684 2217.
CITRONIC HAWAII MK3 (Pristine).
Squire, SL200 Speakers, McGregor, Amplifier,
infinity screen, four channel ropelight and selec•
tion of other lights and controller - immacu•
late condition - rarely used - £850. Tel.
061-980-290B.

Fanzines

MICHAEL JACKSON
OFF the WAiL#7 is outnowl
The worlds best Jackson Fanzine has the
lot for any PYT. Full of news, photos,
penpals, collectors, reviews etc.
Price : £2 (UK) & £3 (Europe) inc. p&p
Cheques / Money Orders payable to :
OFF the WALL
PO Box 394, Reading, RG6 2HH.

Tettord, Shropshire TF2 9NQ
Pfflase send me FREE catalogue. I encbse14p stamp kif posta
Name,
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

D lnlti't$19d 1n ea1rw,g el(!ra income? $el'ldt2 fro, a Record Party
PlafVltf, K11.
MyTel.No. lS _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

·------------------------·

For Hire
superb 12" x

Rush ordu NOW to: THE CONCERT PHOTO CO.

(RS) P.O. Box ◄97, l ondoo SEl9 2AT
Othen: Bo,, jovi, Bros, Madonna, Jac:lcso.'I, ktley,
ThCT1 l••ri<o, Ul, rPau, Yuz. Write/ring 0l-706-3071

I,.,

Mail Order
VINYL ZONE For progressive darce 12" LP,
and CDs worldwide. Please call for details on
0 1-384-2320 2◄hrs. 112 New Kings Road,
Fulham, SW6 ◄LY.

blow•ups: £2.S0 exh or £ 17.90 ~ I 10:

~~~,~~~ys. Postage: ~d 60p to total.
1,.,IIL•t'.

Services
GRAFFITI ARTIST Available for Promotional murals. Record Sleeves etc. Box No.
5070.

Largest range of disco equipment available in Lon•
don. 368 98521361 I 1441659 9022/778 6984.
DISCO EQUIPMENT Hire at the best rates
around. Complete systems from£ 10-£50. wide
range of lighting and special effects also available.
Call us first for our price list. Stage 2, Watford
30789.
YOUNG'S DISCOCENTRE: Citronic Sys•
terns. Technics SL I 200's. Lights, smoke.
Delivery/collection service - unbeatable rates
- Showrooms 0 1-485 I I IS.

Record Finding
RECORD FINDING SERVICE 1,000s oldies send list's priced Scene Heard 223 London
Road Liverpool. 051-298-1499.

Fan Clubs
THE OFFICIAL Wendy and Lisa Fan Club.
Great Membership Pack. Superb service. Send
SAE for details: PO Box I506, Great Barr,
Birmingham, B43-7RZ.

JOCKS
THE UK'S
TOP SELLING
DJ MAGAZINE
JULY ISSUE

OUT NOW!!
Head i ng required ( H
personal. for safe etc)

Number of words/
insertions

Commencing date

...........................
I endost: cheque/ postal
order for ............

4 4 RM

NAME .....................

........ .. ....................................... ADDRESS ..................................................
......................................................
Tel-No............................ ............................
Name & Address when included in adver1 must be paid for

DANNY D .. . DYNAMIC GUV'NORS
. . LL COOL J ... SAMPLING FOR DJs
... COMPREHENSIVE DANCE CHARTS
. .. JAMES HAMILTON'S DEFINITIVE
GUIDE TO THIS MONTH'S DANCE
RELEASES + MUCH MORE
FREE PAIR OF SLIPMATS
TO EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER
For more information write to:
MARGARET SWEENEY,
JOCKS SUBSCRIPTION DEPT.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN HOUSE,
40 BERESFORD ST. LONDON SE18 6BG.

DISCOSC■N■

e

01-387

6 6 I I

THE BIGGEST
14Hl ' ,l\ll ',h 111111 01

Nt Wir lJ',I Ill CHJU'MI NI
1011111\11 It 1111\1)1

1111 1 01',IC,NhlN',ll\l lAIION

:1~:.~1~! ~1,:~.;;:i'll~ilIN1;

1 IN/\N( I h I I /\SIN(, Fl llMS
WITll NOIUIN G 10 f'AV
l(JlltJP 104MONIIIS

MASSIV( SJIOW ROOM WI I ft
ONSI I l l>I MO SlJITI

Equipment
Wanted
YOUNG'S DISCOCENTRE requires used
equipment/lighting O1--485 I 115.

DJ Studios

1111■1111111■1■1111

Disco Equipment
YOUNG'S DISCOCENTRE: 20 Malden
Road, Kentish Town, NW5 - Visit Our fully
stocked showrooms of guaranteed new/used
equipment/lighting part exchange/repairs
welcome let us beat our competitors
quotes - 0 I--485 1115.
CHEAP THRILLS: Sound/lighting equipment for DJ's clubs and studios: Sales, repairs
and instaHation: Reliable service from the professionals: Interest-Free Credit: Tel. 0/-35-42254 (London N4).

DJ STUDIO

New Releases

Tel 01-358-0809 24 '1us.

JINGLES FOUR Sixty new titles on chrome
cassette only £8 from Manchester Mix, P.O.
Box 112, Macclesfield, SK 11 8TN. Tel: 062S27227. Volumes I, 2 & 3 in stock, sound effects
three 40 titles digitally mastered in stereo
£6.00, custom jingles demo £ 1.00 + SAE.

House, Rap, Radio Demos or Jingles and adverts.
Sound excellent in our long established SIUdio,
computerised for your needs.
NEW Brochure Available.
~

Run

by DJS for DJS . .

Dear Claire,
Please rush me the FREE ORANGE INFO PACK, with the SALE PRICES
SECOND HAND LIST & FINANCE DETAILS. Send it all to:
NAME ......................................................................................................
ADDRESS .............................................................................................

················.................................................. ,..............................., ...... .

........................................... POSTCODE .......................................
TELEPHONE .............................................................................

""'"...,._.,......,.,.~........,....

6,000 music business contacts for iust £18
Brand new for '89, this year's edition of the Directory is bigger than ever before ...
with 6,000 contacts in every sector of the music industry including:
0 Record companies
0 ·Merchandisers
0 Custom pressers
0 Record labels
0 Recording artists
0 Sleeve & label printers
0 Music publishers
0 Promoters/pluggers
0 Music publishers affiliates
0 P.R companies
0 Shopfitting services
0 Composers
0 Booking agents
0 Musicvideocompanies
0 Concert promoters
0 Media
0 Venues
0 Accountants
0 Recording & rehearsal studios
0 Artists & artists management
0 Record producers
0 Record distributors
0 Pro-audio equipment
0 Industry organisations
0 Freelance journalists & photographers
0 PA & lig~ting hire
You get the names, addresses, phone numbers and key
personnel, all indexed for easy access ... we've
introduced full colour page tabs for each section this
year to make the directory even quicker to use.
At only £18 a copy, plus £1 for post and packing, The
Directory is worth its weight to anyone in any branch of
the industry. To order your personal copy complete and
return the coupon today.

Directory '89

I Complete
this coupon and send it to:
Music Week Diredory, Computer Postings ltd,

To pay by credit cord enter details be/ow: ~
My card number is

I 120-126 lovender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR.4 3HP.
I II I
I Nome
~ 0 Access (Mastercard) & 0 Visa
I Address
Ill O American Express 00 D Eurocard
[!!IO Diners Club
I
Dote card expires...
I
I /enclose o cheque for £ ...

PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE 80X

L for .................... copy(ies) mode payable to Music Week.

Signature ..

7

~

ISWEEK"S

CHARTS
ANAL Y SEDBYALANJONES ·

• Jason Donovan remains at number
one in the singles chart again this week.
returning an increased majority over
veteran campaigner Cliff Richard.
Last week, when Jason·s ·sealed With A
Kiss· debuted at number one. Offs much
ruhlicised I 00th single for EMI entered at
number two. For every I00 copies or
'Best' sold. dealers shifted 160 copies of
"Kiss·. This week. with sales of both
records up significantly. 'Kiss' beats 'Best'
by 162 to 100.
The last time the top two singles were
new entries was on I 5 December 1984.
when Band Ald's 'Do T hey Know It's
Christmas?' debuted a number one,
followed by Whamt's 'Last Christmas' at
number two. 'Last Christmas' nev~r
managed to gain t he upper hand, and it
looks like Cliff has a similarly impossible
task on hos hands. The irony here Is that
the Donovan single was produced by
Stock, A l tken and Waterman,
who have completed a song with Cliff that
was seriously considered as his latest single
before Cliff himself decided on The Best
Of Me'. Had he chosen the SAW song, 1t
is wholly possible and quite probable that
they'd have delayed Jason's single to allow
Cliff easy access to the top spot.
'Sealed With A Kiss' is the third number
one single in a row produced by SAW,
and the I 0th SAW production to reach
number one in less than five years. In the
w ho le of chart history only five producers
have helmed more numbers ones:
·
George Martin and Norrie
Paramor are t,ed at the top of the hst
with 27 apiece, followed by Mitch
MIiier ( 17), Steve Scholes (15) and
Chet Atkins ( I I). Only three :ither
producers have scored a hat-trick of
consecutive numbers ones: Mitch Miller
(twice). Norrie Paramor (tw,ce) and

I

e

George Martin, who did it three times,
and was the last to do rt in I 964.
SAW are also the only producers to
have singles by three of their acts debut at
number one, Donovan joining Ferry
Aid and the recent McCartney/
Johnson/Marsden/Christians chart
topper.
The last three numbers ones have all
been released on Waterman's own label
PWL (Pete Waterman Limited). allowing
the small independent to join the four
maiorstformer majors in chart history to
have scored more than two consecutive
number ones.
The last to turn the t nck was Decca.
who had three in a row in 1965. Before
that. Parlophone had a similar run in 1964.
Columbia managed four in a row in 1963,
and Philips established a record which still
stands by monopolising the chart summit
for 22 weeks 1n a row with five different
records in 1956.
'Sealed With A Kiss' is the third number
one single off Jason Donovan's first album
Ten Good Reasons', which also remains at
number one this week, having sold
600.000 copies in a mere six weeks.

e ·Back To Life (However Do You Want
Me)' soars nine notches to number t hree
th,s week, topping the number five peak
of 'Keep On Movin" to become Soul II
Soul's highest charted single to date.
Both these tracks and the earlier
'Fairplay·, which reached number 64, and
'Feel Free' (number 63) are taken from
the group's debut album 'Club Classics
Volume I ', which moves up to number

4 this week.
• Two singles defy convention on this
week's singles chart, by reversing their
declines. Donna Summer's 'I Don't
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Wanna Get Hurt' inches up from number
IO to number nine, after reaching number
7 a fortnight ago. whilst Tom Petty's 'I
Won't Back Down' makes a more decisive
six place upward move to number 29. a
week after slipping from number 34 to
number 35. And the Jennifer Rush/
Placido Domingo single T ill I Loved
You' chmbs to number 33 a fortnight after
it looked dead when it dipped from
number 59 to number 6 1.

number five this week. No matter. it's
Madonna's I8th Top Five Single, putting
her ahead of' Abba 's Frida and
Agnetha as the woman with most top
five hits in chart history. Ahead of Maddy
lie only Elvis Presley (34 top five hits),
Cliff Richard (30) and the Beatles (23).
Oiffs total is 32. if his work with the
Young Ones and Sarah
Brightman are included whilst
McCartney's career haul, with the Beatles,

e ·Express Yourself surprisingly stalls at

Stevie Wonder, Michae l
Jackson, Ferry Aid and 'Ferry 'Cross
The Mersey' is 39.

-

CC>.V.P~CT DISC

TWLW

TWLW

4

I JASON DONOVAN: "oh no, not another number one?"

BACKTO t1l'I: Soul II SouVCuon Wheeler
EXPRESS YOURSELF Madonna
ITIS TIME TO GET FUNKY DMobfeatuNng LRS
JUST KEEP ROCKIN' Do<.ole Trouble & Tl>e Rebel MC
SWEETCHILDO' MINE GunsN"Roses
SEALED WITH A KISSJ-Donovan
JOYANDPAIN DonnaAII..
MANCHILD Neneh Cl>erry
FUNKY COLD MEDINATone Loc
RIGHT BACKWHERE WE STARTED FROM Sinitta
THE BEST OF ME Cliff Richard
HELYOH HAUB(ACID ACID ACID)C.ppoila
EVERY LITTLE STEP8ob,y Brown
SONG FOR WHOEVER Beautiful South
TEARS S>to,h, Tomio,/1\obert Owen,
IDON'TWANNAGETHURTDonnaSummer
SUPERWOMAN Karyn White
I DROVE ALL NIGHT Cyndi uuper
THE ONLY ONE TranvlSion Vimp
CRUEL SUMMER '89 Ban....-, ma

I0Records
Sire
London

Desire
Geff,n

PWL
BCH
Ciru
Delicious/Fourth & BroMlway
Fanfare

EHi
Hulic: Man

MCA
GOI
London
Warner Brothen
Warner Brothen

Epic
HCA
London
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FLOWERS IN THE DIRT Paul McCartney
Parlophone CDPCSD I04
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIRROR Sm,e Nicks
EHi
THE MIRAC LE Queen
Parlophone
Circa CIRCD8
RAW LIKE SUSHI N..,.h Cherry
C8S/WEAIBMG
THE HITS ALBUM 10 Vu'°"'
WATERMARK Enya
WEA
PASTPRESENT Clannad
RCA
CLUB CLASSICS VOLUME ONE Soul II So<.I
10 Records
WHEN THE WORLD KNOWS YOUR NAME Deacon Blue
CBS
STREET FIGHTING YEARS Simple Minds
Virsin
TIN MACHINE Tin Machine
EHI USA
Geffen
APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTTION Guns N' Roses
CBS MOODCD8
NITE FUTE 2 Var'°"'
DON'T BE CRUEL Bobby Brown
HCA
Sq,lus
PRECIOUS METAL Vanous
A NEW FLAME Simply Red
Elektra
THE RAW AND THE COOKED Fine Young Caonibals
London
PWL
TEN GOOD REASONS Jasen Donovan
AVALO N SUNSET Van Morrison
Polydor
Real World RWCD I
PASSION Peter Gab<,el

.,

CompHed by Gallup

THE TOP OF THE POPS CHART

THE NATIONAL TOP 100 SINGLES AND LPS COMPILED FOR . . AND 'TOTP' BY GALLUP
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SEALED WITH A KISS Jason DonoYan
THE BEST Of ME Clilf llkNrd
BACK TO LIFE Soul II Soul/Caren Whttltt
RIGHT BACK WHERE WE STARTED FROM S..1t1
EX PRESS YOURSELF MadonN
SWEET CHILD 0 ' MINE Guns N' Rose,
MISS YOU LIKE CRAZY Nmlle Cole

lMANCHILD
~i~ :~N:~~ric ~R~ u ~ s...nm.,
Ncnth Cl,eny

.._ l7=

IF l ' M NOT YOUR LOVER Al 8. Sure! fe.uurinz Slick Rick

)

SHAKIN' THE TREE Youuou N'Dour & Peter G.1briel
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THE SECOND SUMMER Of LOVE Dmny Wilson
I WANNA HAVE SOME FUN S.mma,,1ha fo•
WHO'S IN THE HO USE Beacmasters Woth Menn
ELECTRIC YOUTH DdJbie Qbson
WHERE WERE YOU Adult Nee
WITNESS FOR THE WORLD Cry Be/on, Dawn
ONE BETTER WORLD ABC
DOWN TO THE WIRE Ghos1 Dance
BEDS ARE BURNING Midnight ();I
LET'S PLAY HOUSE Kr:ue
FREE
Wonder
WIND BENEATH MY WINGS S.1te Mok<
MY BRAVE FACE Paul McCanney
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PWL
Circa CIRCA8
Parlophone PCSDI06
._
10 Records
Parlo phone
EHi
MCA
* WEA
: : . . ~ ~ :b ESTRUCTION Gun, N' t\osc1
O Geffen
WHEN THE WORLD KNOWS YOUR NAME Deacon Blue
CBS
PASTPRESENT Clannad
RCA
STREET FIGHTING YEARS Simple Minds
TIN MACHINE Tin Machine
A NEW FLAME Simply Red
* Elekcra
PARADISE Inner City
I0Reconh
LIKE A PRAYER Madonna
Sire
THE RAW AND THE COOKED Fine Youn& Cannibals
London
EVERYTHING 1he Bangles
CBS
AVALON SUNSET Van Morrison
Po lydor
GOOD TO BE BACK Nacalle Cole
EMIUSA
ANYTHING FOR YOU Glor~ Estefan With Mwrv Sotnd Macl'Mne
□ Epic
LOC'ED AFnR DARK Tone Loe
Delidouslfourth & Broadw•y
STEPPIN' T O THE SHADOWS Shadows
Polydor
MCA
BLAST Hol.Jl; Johnson
POP ART rin1vision Va~
MCA
LIFE IS A DANCE - T E REMIX PROJECT Chw Khan
Wamer Brot hers
KYLIE - THE ALBUM Kyt,o Minogue
** * * ** PWL
FOREVER YOUR GIRL ,,_ Abdul
Sirai
P ASSION Peter Gabriel
Ru!World RWLPI
REMOTE Hue And Cry
C irca
Epic
MIND BOMB The The
ANOTHER PLACE AND TIME Donna Summer
Wamer Brothel"'S
KICKINXS
Mer cu,-y
BLIND MAN'S ZOO 10,000 Manbcs
Elektra
Warner Bf-olhen
GREEN R.E.M
GOYA . ,, A LIFE IN SONG Placido Dom'"'°
CBS ◄6329◄1
THE ESSENTIAL DOMINGO Placodo Domlo&o Deutsche G,ammophon PDTVI
STOP Sam Brown
A&M
WORLD IN MOTION Jackson Browne
Elektra EKTS0
GIPSY KINGS Gipsy Kings
Te lstar
STAGE HEROES Colm W,llunson
RCA Viet«
BAD Micllae
~
DISINTE
TIONlhc Cure
f iction
KALEIDOSCOPE WORLD Swing Out Siscer
Fontana
LOOK SHARP! Roxette
EHi EMC35S7
ANCIENT HEART Tanlca Tikaram
* WEA
CBS
Re•lly Useful 839116 1
Y Sarah Brl&h•"""
RATTLE AND HUM U2
*** Island
sountSIDE T eJQS
M ercury
SINGULAR ADVENTURES OF THE STYLE COUNCIL ,he St7le Counc,I Polydor
G N 'R LIES Guns N' Roses
Geffen
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FLOWERS IN THE DIRT Paul McCartney
CLUB CLASSICS VOL ONE Soul II Soul
THE MIRACLE Queen
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIRROR Stevie Nicks
DON'T BE CRUEL Bobby Brown

EMr~1~

** *

* ******** Epic

~~~~~ f~!i ~~1~~~
KARYN WHITE Karyn White

Warne r Brothen

SROCTING RUBBERBANDS AT THE STARS Edie Brkkell & New Bohemians Geffen
WANTED Yau
* Bis Life
OPEN UP AND SAY ••• AAHI Po,son
Capitol
MONEY FOR NOTHING O,re Stnics
0 Vertigo
WORKIN' OVERTIME Di,na Ross
EHi
NEWYORK louRttd
Ske WX246
THE INNOCENTS Erasure
** Mute
THE GREATEST HITS COLLECTION 8ananarama
** London

***

i~5l~~t~~ts't1rl=w.lburys

BIG DADD~Couga,Mell<nc""f>
THEHEAD SSCHILDREN WASP
STONE ROSES Stone Roses
TRANZOPHOBIA Megacl1y Four
HYSTERIA Def Leppard
IO I Oeped,e Hodo
GREATEST HITS Fleetwood M>e
RAINTOWN Deacon Blue
NEW LIGHT THROUGH OLD WINDOWS Chr~ Rea
PRIVATE COLLECTION Cloff Richard

* * * Elektn
* Wamer/Wilbury
M ercury
Capitol
Silve rtone
DecoyDYU

*:~~:1~:~•1ir

* * W ilmer8 ,.c,then
CBS
WEAWX200
EHi
Virgin
4AD

~~~it:~~L~~xies

TOP 20 COMPILATION ALBUMS

TWLWW/C
◄

~~l~~r2~~:w"

(600,000), □ Gold (400,000 sales), 0 Silver (200,000 sales)

ARTIST ALBUMS

RAW LIKE SUSHI Ncnth Cl,eny

20

+4

Capitol
Island
Eleken

CHINA DOLL Julian Cop,
TROUBLE ME 10,000 Maniacs
LOVE BOMB BABY TigerU,I,
Music For Noliom KVTlll
WOIU< IT TO THE BONE LNR
Kool Kat
ROXANNE'S ON A ROLL Real Rox,,_
Urban URB-42
GOOD GOOD FEELING Erk & The Good Good Feelong
Equinox
HAVE I TOLD YOU LATELY Van Morri,on
Polydor VANSI
I DON'T MIND THE WAITING Omar
KonJO Dance DPS5
RED LETTER DAY China Cr.,.,
Vl, 1in
HEAD ABOVE WATER 0.V. G,,,r.,
Men:ury STEP◄
S PIRIT OF THE FOREST Sp,nt 01 The Fores<
V.,..in VSI 191
l• land
Troupe
EHi USA MT67
THE WAY TO YOUR HEART Soul Siller
Columbia D89175
LOVE LOVE LOVE Pere Ubu
Fontana UBUJ
STREETS OF YOUR TOWN Go-S.CWeens
BeuvsBanquet
DANCE ON Watwcrld
RCA PB◄ 277l
QUE SERA Ml VIDA Gib,on Brothen
Debut
THE BALLAD OF JOHN AND YOKO the Beatles
Apple
AIN'T NOTHING' TO IT K-9 Posse
A r-lsta
BETTER DAYS Gun
A&M AM505
POP SINGE~n Cougar Mellenc""f>
Mel'Olry
FORGET TH GIRL Tony Terry
Epk 6550216
HONESTY Calldo McKenrie
Cooltempo COOLI 86
IKO IKO S.lle Stan
C apito l

ALBUMS

TEN GOOD REASONS Jason 0onov.>n
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Sublime
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EHi USA MT6◄
Rhythm Kins 7BFORD◄
Oep International DEPJl
WEA
EHi

JOY AND PAIN Maze fe,1turing Frankie Beverly
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War ner Brothers

Virgin
J ive FOXY ll
Rhythm Kins
Atlantic
Fontana
Epk
N eutr on
Chry5"lis CHSll76
Sprint/CBS
MCAMCAI Jl7
Motown
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PWL
EHi
10 Reconls
Fanfare
Sire
Gerfen
EMIUSA
Epic

SONG FOR WHOEVER S.au1oful South
Go!
IT IS TIME TO GET FUNKY D Mob r..,..,,., LI\S
London
ON THE INSIDE Lynne Hamilton
Al
FERRY 'CROSS THE MERSEY Various
PWL
THE ONLY ONE Tr.wmion V""f>
MCA
JUST KEEP ROCKIN' Double Trouble & The-• MC
Desire
PINK SUNSHINE Fuubox
WEA
HAND ON YOUR HEART Kyl,e MtoogU<
PWL
FUNKY COLD MEDINA/ON FIRE Tone Loe
- & l l r o a d way
C RUEL SUMMER '89 Sananarama
London
REQUIEM Lc,ndc,n Boys
Teldec/WEA
JOY AND PAIN Donn, Allen
BCM
EVERY LITTLE STEP Bobby Brown
MCA
FOREVER YOUR GIRL , , _ Abd.ll
Siren
BRING ME EDELWEISS Edolwcos
WEA
HELYOH HAUB tCID ACID ACID) uppelta
Husk H an
CAN I GET A WI NESS S.m Brown
A&M
ORANGE CRUSH R.E.M.
Warner Brothen
I WON'T BACK DOWN Tom Pe11y
MCA
IN A LIFETIME Cbnnad woth Bono
RCA
BE WITH YOU lhc 8,ngl<>
CBS
THE LOOK Roxeue
EHi
TILL I LOVED YOU Pladdo Domlogol)ennWer l\u,h
CBS
SUPERWOMAN Karyn Whice
Warner Brothers
WALTZ DARLING M.akolm Mclaren/Boon.Ila Orchestra
LOVE HAPE ME V.xen
EHi~~
GREEN AND GREY New Moclct /vm,
EHi
ETERNAL FLAME lhc Ba,,glcs
CBS
GATECRASHING L,.,ng In A Box
~
tis
CA
11°A~~~~•; n ~ ,~) Enya
WEA
LOOKING FOR LOVE Joyce Sims
London FI09
l'M THAT KIND OF GUY LL
Def i-,ntCBS
l' M EVERY WO MAN (REMIX) C
Khan
Warn.- Brochen
CRY W u . Polydor
THE REAL ME WASP
Capitol
F~RGUS SINGS THE BLUES Deacon Blue
CBS
POP MUZIK ( 1989 REMIX) M
DOWNTOWN One 2 Many
TEARS S.1osho T Offllie!Robert Owens
L.ondon F I OI
CHANGE HIS WAYS Robert Palmer
EMI
NOTHIN ~AT COMPARES l U) pcbcns
Epic
I WANT I ALL Queen
Parlophone
DON'T IT MAKE YOU FEEL GOOD Stefan Dennis
SATISFIED Richard Marx
C HILDREN Of THE REVOLUTIO N Baby Ford
I WOULD DO FOR YOU UB,40
WHY Carly
ROOMS ON FIRE S1evoe Nicks
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*
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7
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79

20

)0

S8

81
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8)
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2
4
J
2

ll
S6

40

77

s

2
3
I
6
6
6
2
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7S
76
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36
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S2
Sl
54
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◄
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42
◄l
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9
23
19
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33
l◄
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17

32

39
40

2
2
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17
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I

6
7
I
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10
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I)
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II
ll
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13
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2l
16
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10
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II
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20

18
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20
17

I
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20
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TH£ HITS A L8UM 10 YilrlOU!I
HITE. Ft.lTI l V.-.cius
ftM:CIOUS METAL Vvious
THE CHART SHOW - DANCE MASTERS VwicM;
DIRTY DANCING Crltin» Soundtnck
NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL MUSIC 14 V:arlol4
IIAY HOOU - A PERSONAL CHOICE V.a,lout
OE.ff HEAT - THE SECONO IU"" V1nCM
FFIUl- SILVIER ON Ill.ACK Vanc,,,d
8USTUl ()opal Soi...dt,xk
GOOD HO" NING VIETNAM Orieinll Soundtrack
THE BLUES BROTHERS Oriclnal Soutldtnick
SOFT METAL Various:
CHEEK TO CH EEK Variow
"-EMIEJIE C OU£CTtON Nr6rfw-Uo)'dW~
THE St NGER AND THE SONG V.-iou:t,
THE GltEAT£ST LOVE Vvb.a
THE GREATEST LOVE VOL J Various
MORE DIRTY DANCING Ori&lnal Sovndtnck
THE MARQUEE - JO LEGENDARY YEARS V.-louJ

c•SIWEAJBHG

cas

Styhn
Dovff
fl * RCA
EMINlt)Wr o1,vam
IBC M.N71l

T.'"'Atlantic
""""

Stykn
Al,H

Stylu>
CBS

tr

* * ,....., lhcful

Stylu,
Te .h tu

Te l1tar STAR2JS1
RCA

Polydor

* * * Triple Platinum (900,000 sales), * * Double Platinum (600,000
sales), * Platinum (300,000 salesl, O Gold (100,000 sales). 0 Silver (60,000

sales). Every star represents 300,000 sales.
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THE THOUSAND (well seven) FACES OF MICHAEL STIPE

In recent months,
R.E.M have
become acclaimed
as "the best rock
'n' roll band in
the world".
Suddenly Michael
has taken on the
image of Jesus
the carpenter.
Miraculous!

In the early
Eighties, Stipe
stole XTC
mainman Andy
Partridge's
Network rail
card and

"'...
"'
<
"'

1:1

0

.,,,..C:

EMBER

•

"'

AT SCHOOL, MICHAEL STIPE

ME

?

•

WAS UNPOPULAR. THE

·t

,,. ··~
' ti.A,

,I

KIDS AT GEORGIA HIGH THOUGHT HE WAS WEIRD, HE
H A T E D

S PO RT S

P R E S I D E N T .

t

A N D
H E N

W RO T E

L ET T E RS

M I C H A E L

T O

B E G A N

T H E

T O

D O

travelled all over
Britain for a
third of the
normal fare

IMPRESSIONS OF HIS TEACHERS AND SUDDENLY HIS
TED CORDINGLY

POPULARITY SOARED. NOW, YEARS LATER, MICHAEL IS
Amazing! An
impression of
Marlon Brando
impersonating
Elvis Presley!

A

WORLD FAMOUS ROCK SINGER. HIS BAND, R.E.M.,

HAVE JUST HAD THEIR FIRST BRITISH TOP 40 SINGLE BUT

UNFORTUNATELY

CELEBRITIES AND
OVERLOOKED,

HIS

FELLOW

DESPITE

IMPRESSIONS

OF

TV

This impression
was so uncanny
that the Core's
Robert Smith
actually thought
he was in R.E.M

POP STARS HAVE BEEN
THE

PAINFUL

SURGERY HE HAS GONE THROUGH T.O

PLASTIC

PERFECT HIS

CHARACTERS

Friends thought
Michael was
fading into thin
air until they
discovered his
atoms were
rearranging
themselves to
match Sinead
O'Connor.
Freaky!

Problems with
the Geordie
brogue bu~~ho
can mistake
Martin
Stephenson's
daintee grin?

. What a
perfectionist!
Here we see
Stipe re-enacting
Tommy Cooper's
famous
disappearing
trout trick

PETER ANDERSON
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